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Campus
The Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union is the
center of campus activity.

• SECTION

B

MARI OGAWA\Photo editor

A group of prospective Eastern students take time out for a campus tour during early registration in July. Campus tours are
one way that new students become familiar with what Eastern has to offer.

A look at Eastern from a different view

Entertainment
Stix bar and restaurant
provides an alternative to
typical night life.

•SECTION

C

Sports
, Football Panthers try to
turn things around for the
1992-93 season.

• SECTION

D

Welcome to Eastern.
By choosing Eastern, you have
made a excellent selection for continuing your education.
Eastern's history is steeped with
tradition from the Livingston C. Lord
Administration Building (Old Main) to
the Buzzard Building that once
served as a grade school where
Eastern students gained hands on .
teaching experience by instructing
the children of Charleston.
Eastern's athletic teams have
proved themselves with the Men's
Basketball team participating in the
1992 NCAA Tournament, the
women's basketball team participated
in the 1988 NCAA Tournament,
Eastern's football team qualified for
the 1989 Division I-AA playoffs, along
with numerous other athletic achievements.
With the start of a new academic
year, Eastern will see many changes
in administration with a new university president expected by September,
Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs Barbara Hill was
selected in May and the University
will begin the search process for a

new Vice President for Student
Affairs.
Eastern English professor Bruce
Guernsey was presented with the
Board of Governors Distinguished
Faculty Award for 1992-93. Guernsey
is the first from Eastern to receive
this award.
The tradition of The Daily Eastern
News New Student and Back to
School Editions began more than 20
years ago, to welcome students to
campus and provide the inside information on Eastern as well as
Charleston and the surrounding area.
In the first section, you will be welcomed to campus by Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs,
Barbara Hill. In addition we will catch
you up on what has happened in the
search for Eastern's new president
and for new students a handy guide
to the Panther Preview program is
just what you need in your first few
days on campus.
Our second section will include a
handy guide to what Eastern's campus has to offer. After reading this
section you will have no problems
finding your way to the services you

need. Booth Library a must for any
student and Eastern's health service,
just in case you get a little run down.
The Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, the center of campus activity, is also highlighted in this
section and it's something you won't
want to miss.
Entertainment is a main part of college life. In our third section former
staff members will take you on
guided tour of Charleston's hotspots
and the alternatives. A look at the
University Theater is something theater buffs will want to read.
Our final section will be popular
with all of the sports fans. A look
ahead at Eastern's fall sports lineups
and coaches predictions on the
upcoming sports season.
Eastern's football team looks to
rebound from its worst season since
1977 and Rick Samuels men's basketball team will try to repeat its performance from last year.
This preview to life at Eastern
should give you a pretty good start to
what you should know about Eastern,
so read and enjoy.
-Ann Gill
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RUSH SCHEDULE.
Monday-August 31 - Sig Ep Gong Show
Tuesday - September 1 - Sports Night
Wednesday - September 2 - Alumni Steak Dinner
Thursday - September 3 - Formal Smoker
FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 4 - PLEDGE INDUCTION
ALL TIMES 6:30-8:30
LOCATION - SIG EP HOUSE GREEK COURT
For rides and info call:
581-6123
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Photo courtesy of Board of Governors

New positions
In his first meeting as Eastern 's Board of Governors
Representative Tony Wielt confers with Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs Barbara Hill.
Wielt replaced Brian Riordan as Eastern's representative in
July. Riordan assumed the position of student body president.
In addition to Wielt and Riordan, Hill also has assumed her
new position this summer. As Provost Hill will maintain day-today university operations until a new university president is
selected.
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All Day Saturday
September 26!
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The Charleston Square

The Bank of Charleston..Boatman's National
Bank.. Arst Mid-Illinois Bank &.. Trust.Champaign
Federal Savings&.. Loan..Columblan Savings&..
Loan ..Charleston Downtown.Development
Assoclatlon..Coles County Office Products,
lnc..Ell Sidwell &.. Assoclates, Realtors..The
Monroe Street Cafe..What's Cookin" .. The
Uptowner..The 11mes Courier
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News editor................................•.••.•..Ann Gill

Photo editor...............•...........•..•..Mari Ogawa
Productlon manager ••...•.•...•••.•••.Sue Rzepka

Adv8r1lslng manager...................John Alberts

Promotions manager .••••••.••..•..Jim Entwhistle
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&Item llnols ~. Challeston, ll 61920.
l'ollmalter: Send addr...
The Dally Eastern News.
Room 127 Buzzard Bulldng.
~!l!lClil~.~. IL 4!1920.

chlngesln

20 FOOT SOLID OAK DANCE. FLOOK .
STATE OF THE ART LIGHTING/SOlJND SYSTEM
* FULL MENU KITCHEN \

*SHOOTER BAK

*POOL AND DARTS ;

* MixED DRINKS

* DOl"IESTIC AND

IMP~KTED

BEEK

Slaft wri1ers ..•...••••••...••••....•.••••.••••Gall Valcer,
Miich McGlaughln, Matt Maharg, Chris Fry,
Thereaa Gilhooly, Stuart Tart

GRAND OPENING

cci>MING sooN

(NExT To JIMMY JottNs)
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WELCOME-BACK STUDENTS
Walgreens can fill your prescriptions from back home ...
Just bring in your bottle and we'll do the rest!

MARUCHAN
Ramen Noodles

sponsored by

through Friday, in Charleston, Illinois, during fall
and spring semeslels and twice weeldy cUtng the
summer term except during school vacations or
examinations, by the students of Eastern IHinois
University. Subscription price: $28 per semester:
$15 for summer only, $52 all year. The Daily
Eastern News Is a member of the Associated
f'l9IS which is enltled IO exc:Ulive use of al a1'cles ~In this paper. The edlDrials on Page
4 n1p191ent the majority opinion of the editorial
boattl, aa other opinion pieces are signed. The
Delly Eastem News ecllorial and business ollces
. . locUd in the Buzzard Bulldng, Eastern llnols

*
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1430 E STREET. CHARLESTON STORE: 345-2155 RX 345-2233
STORE HOURS DAILY 8-10. SUNDAY 9-7
PHARMACY MON THRU FRI 8-10. SAT 8-6. SUN 10-5

Food ...Music... Fun
Sidewalk Sales... Exhibits
Children's games · ~ Programs
Raffles ... Rides
and much much more!

The Daily Eastern News is !U>IShed daily, Monday

Restaurant and Lounge
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Jc»~OK.S

1415 4th Street

eommunity Fest '92 :,, ,
-

CHARLESTON'S NEWEST PARTY SPOT"

COMB IN AND TAKB A LdOK

Charleston's
• ...

11
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Pork, Beef, Chicken
Cooks In Three Minutes

10
PACK
PENCILS
#2 Lead

Reg. 99¢

NOTEBOOK
PAPER
150 Ruled Sheets ·
College Rule

2 ~ $129

79¢

"BIG ROLL''

SUAVE

LAKEWOOD

Bathroom Tissue

Shampoo or Conditioner
16oz Bottle

F

SALE

3oz BAG SALE

3 §$1 ~2E
1000 Sheets/1 Ply

COKE, ·
PEPSI ·
MT. DEW
2Liter

99¢

Faber Castell

"-99¢

A $1 29 Value

Three Speed
20" Box Fan

$1499
REG 51999

AQUA NET

PURE AMERICAN

Professional
Hair Spray 9 oz can

Spring Water
1.5 Liter

99¢
99•y,
REBATE

SALE

MAILIN

FREE After Rebate

89¢
SALE

SALE PRICES GOOD THROUGH AUGUST 29TH 1992
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Books
Booth Library serves student's needs.
•PAGE 3

MARI OGAWA I Photo editor
The Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union bowling alley is one of many services provided in the Union.

The heart of campus
University Union offers variety of services
By CHRIS FRY ,
Staff writer

Workout
Student Rec Center
going strong.
•PAGE

5

Feeling ill?
Health service has the
•PAGE

13

It's inevitable that sometime during the course of the
school year students find themselves in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, because of the many services
available.
The union offers·a wide variety of services and entertain1 ment from cashing a check and creating a resume to bowling and watching movies. The union is comprised of the
east wing and 'the west wing connected by a glass walkway.
In the walkway, the Video Lounge shows movies on a big. screen TV and provides tables and chairs for studying.
The union is open Monday through Thursday from 7 a.m.
to 11 p.m., Friday 7 a.m. to midnight, Saturday 10 a.m. to
midnight, and Sunday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
If you have a break between classes or need to release
your frustrations, the union has a 12-lane bowling alley in
the lower level of the west wing. Along with bowling it has
arcade games and pool tables. New carpeting and "Panther
blue" felt on the pool tables will be added this fall.
Copy Express, located on the second floor in room 200, is
where fo go for copies, enlargements, reductions . A binding
and typing service is also available along with typewriter
rentals. Hours are Monday through Thursday 8 a.m. to 6
p.m., Friday 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., but it is closed on the weekends.
. For something to eat, the union houses two places to
have a meal. The Rathskeller, in the lower level of the east
wing, provides hot plate specials and sandwiches in a cafeteria-like setting. According to Joan Gossett, union business

operations director, new plans for the Rathskeller incl ude a
continental breakfast and a plan for a fine dining service.
New hours are are in the works.
The other option hungry students have is the campus
McDonalds. McDonalds hours are Monday through
Thursday 7 a.m. to 8 p.m., Friday 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. , Saturday
11 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
For Eastern athletic wear the University Bookstore, located on the main level of the east wing, provides students and
visitors with a wide array of T-shirts, ball caps,·sweatshirts,
and plenty of other Eastern merchandise.
The bookstore also provides students with the necessities
of college life including a fax service. The hours are Monday
through Thursday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., Friday 8 a.m . to 5 p.m.,
Saturday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
When students need money, the Check Cashing Station,
next to the University Ballroom, enables students to cash
checks. Personal and two-party checks can be cashed for
up to $35, off-campus payroll checks and money orders up
to $60, and Eastern payroll checks up to $100. There is a 25
cent fee for cashing checks and a $15 fee on returned
checks. Check cashing hours are Monday through Friday 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.
The Sugar Shack is the place to go to satisfy a sweet
tooth with candy, popcorn, and pretzels. The Sugar Shack
also has film developing and a dry-cleaning services.
The University lnformatic;m Center is located in the Sugar
Shack, on the main level of the west wing, and provides
information about campus.
The union ticket booth sells bus tickets to northern Illinois.

------------------------------------------·(·• Continued on page 2
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Cost of parking cars
on school grounds rises

Union
"' From page one

with Chicago and Champaign
being the most popular destinations. A ride board is located on the wall across from
the Sugar Shack for students
to coordinate their own rides
by car.
A Cash Station machine is
also located in the union for
students with cash cards.
The machine accepts Cash
Station, Easy Teller, Easy
Answer, Otto Matik, Money
Network, Cirrus And
Exchange cards.
The Craft Depot, across
from the bowling alley, is
great place to go to practice
hobbies and craft making.
Calligraphy, photography,
knitting, pottery and other
crafts are available to interested students. A mending
service and tool rental are
also available. The Craft
Depot is open Monday
through Friday 9 a'.m. to 5
p.m.
Gossett stressed the
importance of using the
union's services because
student fees pay for new programs and promotions. She
would like to see more students in the union for reasons other than studying.
"The Union is becoming a big
study hall," Gossett said.
"Students need to take
advantage of the Union and
voice themselves as to what
services they want and
need."
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By STUART TART
Staff writer
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A pair of Eastern students browse through glassware on sale at the
union bookstore.

At $15 a shot, parking in
university lots without a permit
can be an expensive proposition.
And approximately 35-40
students a night have been
learning that lesson each
month over the summer, said
Ron Osborne, Eastern's director of parking.
The University Police
Department has hired a student ticket writer this summer
to patrol university lots during
the evening hours, Osborne
said.
"If you're not ticketing during
a certain time period or in a
certain area, infractions go
up," he explained. "We like to
keep lots open for the people
who pay to use them."
Osborne said the department's regular evening shift
officers have other duties that
prevent them from doing a lot
of ticketing. The department's
use of a student ticket writer
allows the department to be
more consistent in punishing
parking violations, he added.
Hiring of student ticket writers is not unprecedented, he
added, as approximately five
to seven students are hired to
assist regular officers during
the fall and spring semesters.
Student permit parking lots
are reserved for student permit
holders 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, while staff lots
are reserved for faculty and

staff from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and
then are open to all parking
permit holders.
Summer parking permits
cost $15, the price of one
parking violation. Students
who had full-year parking permits from the 1991-92 school
year were able to use those
for the summer semester as
well.
Evening activities that draw
visitors to campus can cause a
problem for university police
officers and student ticketers,
Osborne said. During largerscale events, Osborne said
ticketers are instructed to stay
away from parking areas
where an event is taking
place.
For smaller events, Osborne
suggests that visitors purchase
a day pass.
Day passes currently cost
50 cents and will allow a visitor
to park in campus parking lots
until midnight of the day the
permit is purchased.
"Normally, if it is a visitor
who didn't know the rules, I'll
excuse the ticket and explain
the process," Osborne said.
Although lots are ticketed
during weekday evenings,
most are not ticketed from 5
p.m. Friday to 7 a.m. Monday,
Osborne said.
As of the fall semester, staff
and student parking permits
will increase from $30 to $35 a
year, or $17.50 a semester,
and day passes will rise from
50 cents to $1 a day.
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CsuPER SAVER FooosJ

Coles County's Largest Supermarket!

Walker's Lowest Prices
. Every Day Of The Week
GUARANTEED!
$$

• Open 24 Hours
• Food Stamps Accepted
• Money Orders
·•Stamps
• Coupons Accepted
• Xerox Service
•Lotto
•.
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VCHECK OUR
RED TAG&
GREENTAG
SPECIALS
EVERYDAY
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1Bookworm?
Booth serves student study needs
I

By MITCH McGLAUGHLIN
Staff writer

J

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

An Eastern students works her way through -the "stacks" hunting for
information.
_J

,
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Booth Library is an imposing
place for a lot of students.
The stone-faced building
houses a collection of over
600,000 volumes and a large
collection of audio/visual
resources that are available to
every student on Eastern's
campus.
The stacks are located
under the library iii two subterrainian levels with an endless
supply of nooks and crannys
to study in when silence is all
that counts.
All in all, it is a place where
everyone is going to have to
go at one time or another, so
there is no reason to be intimidated.
To help this years crop of
new students, the library has
completed the first phase of
erecting new signs to help
even the most easily confused
student find his or her destination.
Allen Lanham, dean of
Booth Library, stresses the
importance of integrating the
library materials into every
class.
"Some students will only
read the materials that are
specifically recommended by
their instructors, this does not
take advantage of the large
amount of information that is at
their fingertips." Lanham said.
To aid students in finding

----

... •

the sources and resources that
they need, new search programs have been installed in
the now familiar computer terminals that replaced the old
card catalogues.
Reference librarian Carl
Lorber, explains that two new
functions, ERIC and IBIS,
have supplemented the coverage of the llliNet routine which
searches for books and the
Carl Uncover program which
searches through 10,000 periodicals back to 1988.
"The Illinois Bibliographical
Information Service (IBIS) routine can be used to search
through sources in five different categories: business periodicals, general science,
humanities, the Reader's
Guide and a social science
category. It can search through
one or all of them to provide a
very large pool for the student
to choose from," Lorber said.
The Education Resources
Center Information Center
Database (ERIC), explained
Lorber, is a more specialized
database that allows students
to access the most recent
information in the field of education.
"Students should realize
that all of the state's library
systems are at their disposal.
The on-line catalogs can
search every available catalogue and by using the procedures for an inter-library loan,
a student can conceivably get

just about any info(mation,"
Lanham explained.
Booth has a rare book collection as well as a very
diverse collection of government publications to answer
even some of the most
obscure questions.
The people in charge of
these questions are the knowledgeable reference room staff
who often pride themselves on
being unstumpable.
If students just want someplace to get a little quiet reading done, the R & R room
offers a place to sit in a comfortable chair and lose oneself
in one of the new works of
both fiction and non-fiction that
are housed there.
There is a section for every
kind of book that a student
could want, and with the new
signs and guides that the
library is installing, everyone
should be able to find exactly
what they want.
After the proper one has
been selected, the check out
process is a simple matter. To
lessen the confusion that
might be incurred by separate
cards, Booth uses the student's i.d. as his or her library
card.
With just a minimum of time,
the entire process of finding
even the most obscure reference becomes second nature,
and the student will hopefully
see the benefits of over coming Booth-ophbia.

____ ,

Just Say Yes!
Mass Schedule:

(starting Aug. 23)

Sundays, 11 :00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Coleman Hall Auditorium, Room 120

Newman
Catholic
Center

Wednesdays, 9:00 p.m.
Social fallowing Mass
Newman Chapel, 9th Street & Lincoln Ave.

Opening Week Events:
Sun., Aug. 23, Picnic
After 11 a.m. Mass (Coleman) come meet people
at the Newman Property, next to University Courts
Wed., Aug. 26, 9:00 p.m.
Mass & Build Your Own Sundae
Newman Center, 9th & Lincoln Ave.
11

11

Sun., Aug. 30, Hog Roast!
After 4:30 p.m. Mass (Coleman) venture on down
to the Newman Center, 9th & Lincoln

Newman Catholic
Center Staff
Roy Lanham,
Director/Campus
Minister
Holly Walters,
Campus Minister
Intern
Father Bob Meyer, _
Chaplain
Phone 348-0188
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Textbook Rental Service saves students headaches, Inoney
By DON O'BRIEN
Editor in chief

Students at many colleges and universities across
the nation have to shell out hundreds of dollars out
of their pockets to buy textbooks for the upcoming
term.
Oftentimes when it is time to sell the books back

to the university, the student is lucky to get half of
what they paid for the book at the beginning of the
term. Many other times, if a department has decided
to discontinue using a certain textbook, the student
is left with a book that they may never use again.
Students at Eastern don't have to worry about
such hassles and get to take advantage of the universities textbook rental system.

Instead of paying upwards of $300 for a
semester's worth of textbooks, Eastern students pay
one flat rate per semester. Eastern students pay $59
in student fees per semester for the rental system.
Having students rent their textbooks not only saves
the students money, but they also know that their
books will have a place to go when the semester is
over.
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C - J's Sassy Siscors
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$5.00 off Perms
$5.00 off Haircuts
$1.00 off full set of sculptered nails
$1.00_off manicure
with in 30 days

,

walk-ins welcome
open evenings

348-7968

820 Lincoln Ave.

I:.- - - - - - - • COUPON· -
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Welcome Students/
For Rush Information &.. Rides
Call 581 ~6893

Up, Up ·& Away
Balloonery
1503 7th St.

Located in Gree/< Court

345-9462 .

Visa/Mastercard accepted

Looking for a Minor?
Try Women's Studies

I

If you 're interested in a career in social
services, journalism, teaching, business,
or public service to name a few,
the Women's Studies Minor provides
an excellent complement to your major.

Features:
* 18-hour interdisciplinary program
* One required course (WST 4309)

*

I

f.

1• 1

TRY OUR

I

VISA

I

I ~t~R sHo6'TEE~ BAR I
I ROG'S WELCOMES BACK STUDENTS I
NIGHTLY DRINK SPECIALS
I
I W/Served
at One of Our 3 Bars
I
I
J
I
I
I
J
!
(Serving Beer, Wine Coolers, Shots, & Mixed Drinks)

* Over 10 courses to choose from in ART, ENG,

HEC, HIS, HST, JOU, PLS, PSY, SOC, &.. SPC
* New General Education course counts (WST
2309)

I

~~~~~~~~~~~

·

If a Women's Studies course is taught in your
major, it can double count

You'll learn about women's contributions
to a variety of fields as well as research&...
discuss, social, economic,&... political issues
that influence women's lives.

Contact Dr. Gall Ma.son, WS minor chair
at 581-6945 or pick up a brochure &. course
schedule at the Women's Resource Center,
MLK Union.

Every Thursday is Quarter Beer Night
Friday is Club Night W/ Kevin Kramer
& His Laser Light Show
On Saturdays We Have LIVE Bands

WE HAVE --- 2 DANCE FLOORS, D.J.'S,
POOL TABLES, GAMES, HOT DOGS, POPCORN

Private Party Facilities w/ Special Keg Prices
345-9066 or 348-8018

GET YOUR ROCK'S OFF AT ROG'S

,y ..,.....,.....,....,...,......_~~......-~~I
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Rec center growing after first year of existence
By MATT MAHARG
Staff writer

The recreation center in Lantz Gym
has just completed a year of existence,
one that has turned out to be quite profitable.
"I think everything has gone quite well
this first year," said David Outler, director
of informal sports and intramural programs at Eastern. "The participation has
been excellent and it's increased 117
percent in our informal sport program
and will continue to do so.
"I think people are at the point now
where they realize what we have to offer
and can really take advantage of it during
the winter months."
Although the Rec Center gets crowded
at times during the school year, Outler
doesn't see space as a problem. "We
have a total of 72 body part and aerobic
machines in the weight area and so far
we haven't had any complaints."
But the Rec Center has more than just
weight facilities. There are several fullcourt basketball areas and a separate
room for aerobic classes. Also there is a
track on the second level along with several stationary bike machines and a couple rowing machines.
_"I think the only way things would get
overcrowded was if the uoiversity
expanded to about 15,000 students and I
don't think that's going to happen," Outler
said.
Although the morning lap swim has
been eliminated, Outler has added some
things to the program, including more
options in the aerobics area.
"This fall we're going to start an adult
aerobics class that will meet at 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday," Outler said.
With the addition of the miniature golf
course and batting cages at the
Charleston Rotary pool, Outler will institute miniature golf into the.informal sport

MARI OGAWA/PhotO editor

An Eastern student shows her identification card to a checker at the Student Recreation Center. Use of the rec center, which opened a
year ago, is included in student fees.
program where people can compete individually or as members of teams.
Also, four-on-four volleyball will be
added along with a soccer shoot out. The
shqotouj will take.place at the Eastern
-
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soccer field and will involve kicking soccer balls from a certain distance trying to
score a goal.
The Rec Center also has a new
·lounge so peopl~ can relax right' on the
-

..r

-

pr.emises, which makes it more convenient. There isn't any new weight equipment yet, but there's really no need for it.
There's an aerobic or body part machine
for just about every muscle available.
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EIU Student Special ,1:

.·. ..../ $109
Contaets,
..../Giass~s &

..../Exam '.

<Only $20

GOOD AT: Charleston Blimpie Subs & Salads • 430 W. Lincoln

t Our VISION CARE
}
PROGRAM.
5S **BONUS!!**

""ted. One order per_
Salestaxdue. Notgoodin
le at participating restaurants.

First Replacement
Lens FREE

L

COMPLETE!

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --EXPIRES 9-15-92

Leading Edge
03 386/SX Computer

with Color VGA Monitor,
44 MEG Hard Disk Drive,
Parallel and Serial Ports
. Key Board
Microsoft Windows©
And Works©

904 E. Lincoln
2 blocks East of OLD MAIN,
Between 9th and 10th Streets

CHARLESTON

For In Store Computer
and Typewriter repair.
Computer supplies
and accessories available

WATCH OUT for the BACK TO
SCHOOL EDITION August 22!
"I

•
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_J

Panasonic
KXP-1124
24 Pin Printer

s349

A Full Line of Typewriter Supplies
Also Available!
, . COUNTY OFFICE
!!Im PRODUCTS, INC.

YOUR FULL SERVICE CENTER

' i,'f" ~

.

~

·. '

"·

.

605 Monroe· Charleston, IL
(Northsiqe of Square)

345-4944
Fax# 217-345-1448
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Greek rush
an option
for students

THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Welcome

l\.unt Martha's
Unique Gifts

E.I.U.
Students
and
Faculty

By DON O'BRIEN
Editor in chief

To rush or not to rush?
That is the question many
new and returning Eastern students will ask themselves
when arriving to campus this
fall.
Every Eastern student will
have the opportunity to decide
if they would like to become
one of the many in the Eastern
greek system, as both sororities and fraternities will kick off
their fall rush drives within the
first two weeks of school.
Each one of Eastern's eight
sororities will participate in the
sorority rush period, which
begins with a orientation session on Saturday, August 22 at
3 p.m. Sunday night each of
Eastern's sororities will have
an open house in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union to plug their individual
houses.
For the next three nights,
party rounds will be made at
each one of the sorority houses with bids coming out on
Friday, August 28.
At that point a computer
matches each ladies pick of
which sorority they would like
to join to a list of names put
out by the sorority, according
to Norma Taylor, greek secretary. There is a $20 nonrefundable fee for ladies that
would like to participate in rush
activities.
The eight sororities on
Eastern's campus include:
Alpha Sigma Tau, Alpha Sigma
Alpha, Sigma Kappa, Alpha
Gamma Delta, Phi Sigma
Sigma, Sigma Sigma Sigma,
Delta Zeta and Alpha Phi.
Fraternity rush kicks off just
as the sorority rush ends on
Saturday, August 29. Like the
beginning of the sorority rush,
the fraternity rush kicks off with
an orientation session. On
Sunday, the rushees take a
tour of Eastern's 12 fraternity
houses and for the rest of the
week attend various functions
each house puts on. Bids are
given to the rushees on ·
Wednesday, September 4.
The 12 fraternities on
Eastern's campus include:
Delta Chi, Delta Tau Delta,
Kappa Delta Rho, Sigma Chi,
Sigma Nu, Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Lamda Chi Alpha, Sigma Pi,
Delta Sigma Phi, Sigma Phi
Epsilon and Pi Kappa Alpha.
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Charleston's Largest Selection of
• Balloons
• Stuffed Animals
• Gourmet Coffee
& Teas
• Balloon
Wrap

U-STORE INC.
U-STORE
INC.

• Norfin Trolls®
• Novelty Gifts
• Baskets &
Wicker Furniture
• Balloon
Decorations

Delivery Available
622 Lincoln • 348-0242

INDIVIDUAL ROOMS
"You Carry the Key"

PARENTS ...

Behind Rex & Don's Warehouse
S. Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920

Buy a subscription to The
Daily Eastern News and see
what is happening on campus.

PHONE • 345-3334

DON THOMASON-OWNER

~elcome

Front Disc Brakes
includes
resurfacing rotors
& Labor

$4799

Metallic Pads extra

Ill

jwSAj

Back Students
$1422

Air Conditioner
Recharge

Lube, Oil
Filter Change
and Wash & Wax

$24~r
Check Hoses & Belts

Most Cars

Exp. 8/31/92

Exp. 8/31/92

Includes 1 lb. Freon
leak check

Exp. 8/31/92

Special IJiscc:>-u_n..t fc:>r EILJ St-u_c:len..ts
Fr.e e In..spectic:>n..s
4 Wheel Alignment
Recommended
For Front Wheel
Drive Cars
Exp. 8/31/92

$4 /. 22

~abor

Rotate & Balance 4 Tires
Recommended
6-8,000 Miles

$1922

Parts Extra

Exp. 8/31/92

Front End Alignment

$2 622

Recommended for
Rear Wheel Drive
Cars
Exp. 8/31/ 92

5th & Madison

CLODFELDER'S GOODYEAR CallCharleston,
IL
for Appointment

f~l

l~J

~

l~J

345-2130

EIU's Place To Shop For:
• School supplies
• Office supplies
• Drafting supplies

•Art supplies
•Fax service
•Parcel shipping
• Greeting cards
_• Computer supplies • Gifts & Candy

* ask about our student and faculty discount*

217 Lincoln Ave.
(right across the street from the credit union)

Charleston IL• 345-PENS (7367)

Labor

~

~
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THE UPTOWNER
~CELLAR
An Eating &.. Drinl<ing Establishment
623 Monroe • Charleston, IL
(21 7) 345-4622
FAX: (217) 345-4624

KITCHEN HOURS:
Serving from 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

BAR HOURS: 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Monday thru Saturday

;if

1:

_;_J

Uptowner, more than just a bar
With more than ten years of service to the Charleston
community, The Uptowner and Cellar has provided quality
food and drink that surpasses any other.
The Uptowner and Cellar combines a unique variety of
images that make the place what it is.
The variety of patrons is one of the charms this art and
music emporium brings to the area. A gathering of local residents and university professors with a splash of Eastern students creates the right mix for relaxing conversation.
The Uptowner and Cellar has a complete sandwich
menu, 15 delicious choices to.choose from, to please even
the pickiest eater. With your choice of homemade fries or
chips and a sandwich at The Uptowner will make your ·day
complete.
That's not all, owner Mike Knoop, has a second line of
"ultimate sandwiches" that will please the hungriest customer served from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday thru
Saturday.
Going out for dinner? Try The Uptowner for dinner.
Serving from 5 to 9 p.m. The Uptowner has your choice of
Sirloin, Rib Eye and T-Bone steaks charbroiled to perfection
and a charbroiled chicken fillet. All come with your choice
of cole slaw, homemade fries or potato salad, remember to
choose two.
Looking for something in the appetizer category before
you enjoy one of The Uptowners other delectable treats?

Try some of the potato skins, mozzarella sticks or one of the
other six delectable choices. Soup and Chili are also some
of The Uptowners special choices.
The Uptowner offers a daily special for those who like to
experiment. Be sure to check out Thursday's Steak Night.
Steak Night features an 8 oz. charbroiled Sirloin with
your. choice of slaw, pasta, fries, garlic sticks, baked potato
or potato salad. Be sure to come early and bring your
appetite with you.
In addition to a large menu selection, The Uptowner has
a wide selection of alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks and
has Charleston's largest selection of imported beers. Sixty
bottled imported beers and four draft varieties, give The
Uptowner this title.
Catering to everyone, The Uptowner plays a variety of
music from jazz to R.E.M. depending on the occasion. And
approximately once a month you can stop in and here some
live entertainment from jazz to rock.
For the artist in you, The Uptowner features the works
of local artist in the front window displays and a stained
glass window created by Knoop.
From top to bottom The Uptowner and Cellar has something for everyone! So on your next trip around ·
Charleston's historic town square stop off at the corner of
Seventh and Monroe Streets and check it out. You're guaranteed another trip back.
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SANDWICH TOPPINGS:

SAftJRDA>
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 25( each
Real Bacon Bits
Sauerkraut
Grilled onions and/or Peppers
Cheddar
Provolone
CHEESES:
American

Swiss

,_ULTIMATE SANDWICHES,_
All sandwich baskets include chips and a pickle!
Add 50<t for homemade fries.

# 16 KNOOP SPECIAL BASKET •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $4.25

#1 t/3LB. HAMBURGER BASKET•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3.50

And _Introducing. ..

Our delicious Italian sausage "doubled", a slice of swiss with grilled peppers &. onion inbetween. 'You must be hungry for this hearty treat! Mike's favorite.

Our burgers are made from lean ground beef, charbroiled and garnished with lettuce, onion,
tomato and pickle. Your choice of cheese.
DOUBLE MEAT ADD $ 1.00

# 17 PORK ME TWICE •••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $4. 75
I liked the grilled Pork Tenderloin so well that I just had to double it! Add some
cheese and ~rilled onions in-between and ... it's the Pork Me Twice.

provol~ne

#2 REUBEN SANDWICH BASKET .................................;~ii;.-.-e.eee;.-;;;t~·~::;.;::.::;::-.;:;--~~·.:~
·
Corned beef from the eye of the round, topped with swiss cheese,
~sa~, ~{41= 1~'.(:QIC.1(£~ ~PRl>ON BLEU •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$4.50

Jfi'i

Island Dressing. A supreme combination grilled on rye.
_pJ.

#3

T~~~~~;:;~;~~~~l;~.;:;;~~·~:~~:;;;·;;~

#4 GRILLED PORK IlNDERLOIN •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~.
Charbroiled, of course! This one is unbeatable with lettuce,
bun.

i\l\n'~Zfifg9-uf'ti1;1w~st in taste-tempting delights. ..a grilled chicken breast with a slice
..;,()r ~··of h~' covered with swiss cheese. Only the .best! Check it out! This sandwich is

i"'"

"·

~i .~t

'APPETIZERS-

·"',!~yfoi-$~9~<'·--·~;;-~,;;;~~--:e,

~~pn a trulti-grain

0

These d

·,.J .· ·- . ·M~Jr'~Do-STso

# 19 CHICKEN

.
''
......
Thinly sliced roast beef, "Italian style," piled high on a ijearty ·
Pepperoncini peppers. Add a slice of cheese if you like.
~

#20':'.-MUSHROOMS ~:~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3.50
4-''\~~~·battered and fried to perfection. They are simply delicious.
•
;;,"··'·ct·-~ ··
·~ ·
.
#21 ~AT():-SKINS.,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3.95

#6 HAM AND CHEESE BASKET ............................S"..................~••• $3.95
"An American Tradition not to be denied" We slice it thin to w\n, and top it wit'h your choice
of cheese, lettuce, onion and tomato served of course on rye. f.
.'-: -'.·~

.,2:FoJftnspy skln~~ervJd with bacon and cheddar. Excellent!
. - - .. -i'i

t

f'-._.:~~-}~;t:y:~~ -~/? -

#7 POLISH SAUSAGE BASKET ...............................: ••••
1/4 lb. Polish sausage served sizzling hot off our charbroiler~

. · . .-·)·,,:. IQ.N "· ll'.e~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$3.50
- ~- "" X~ty onion rlngs also,,:beer battered and fried just right so they're light and crispy golden

.
DOUBLE ME

#8 BRATWURST BASKET ......................................}~, .............,.t·,,>
A natural sausage with just the right spices. "We searched all
same way as the Polish.

·-

ii

~

.~,

?.;Ji~rs: ·······························~·······~···················$3.95

Six hearty strips it_>"-b~
~ _·. ded chicken breast, deep fried to a golden brown. Our own unique
Barbecue sauce si!ivecf:on the side f'or an unf'orgettable chicken experience!
.
• ·•

'll llAN BEEF BASKET
o-·"'
';;':"""
#5 IIn.L
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~.~·····4:if•···

grilled peppers and onion, topped with a generous supply of k .

.oys treats are from Mike's favorite list. Enjoy!

~_$3.50

bro~..

'"J

''f../, ..

--.. ,l~ ,_MOZZARELLA-STICKS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3.95

St;iaef for true mozzarella lovers. Six deep fried sticks of choice mozzarella
cheese setv_ed with' a tangy sauce. So yummy you'll be coming back for more.
--og~·ME-Al:a'\t)t'.>~ LOO_ ... f \ /;"1:.<"-~ :: ' .

a:·

t~ ~.

..

!-l"(.l:Q..i!1~~~,,. " i\~"S-Ore to please

··cfZ:

>>

.r~i.f ~--<- ."C' (-·~· ~;-~·~.~ <::-~,~~·. ~./·--nz4~0MEMAD..i: iR.IES •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $1.75

#9 ITALIAN SAUSAGE BASKET............••••••••••••••••••#f·~~·:;".:~~~.•·••·t~·!.,.$.~~SQ: -~~~'::'- ·' ~OuJ fa.&l®~· ftie})Ne use only the best Idaho's and leave.the skins on! Truly "unbelievdbly
Also a hearty natural sausage-and somewhat spicy. We like 'lti\ivlt.fl':a slice"UsWiss;-.;gruiea .. ~.;;: ...,.,:,,. 0·ogo0Cr:"' • ·~-'- · -~_.,
peppers and onions served on a multi-grain bun.
DOUBLE MEAT ADD $1.00
#25 CHEDDAR FRIES •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2.25

Our famous fries with a twist. These spuds are smothered with a generous portion of cheddar cheese sauce. M ike says 'These are so good, I can't believe how good they are!"

# 10 RIBEYE SANDWICH BASKET ...................................................$4.25
Delicious ribeye cooked my way, with grilled peppers and onion served on a multi-grain
bun. This baby is choice.
DOUBLE MEAT ADD $ 1.50

# 11 FISH FILLET SANDWICH BASKET.............................................$3.95

And Introducing. ..
#26 POPPERS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3.95
Start with jalapeno pepper halves and bread them. Fill 'em with cream cheese, cook to perfection.and serve with Mike's cheddar sauce. So great, your eyes will POP!

Peanut oil makes our 4 oz. breaded fillet of Cod light and crispy. Served your way on a
multi-grain bun.

# 12 BREADED CHICKEN FILLET BASKET •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3.95
4 oz. portion of natural (not parts) chicken breast, deep fried, tender and juicy. Served on a
multi-grain bun with your favorite toppings.

# 13 CHARBROILED CHICKEN FILLET BASKET•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3.95
4 oz. non-breaded breast of chicken, charbroiled to perfection with Teriyaki and a zesty
selection of herbs and spice. Try it the same as our other fillet.
DOUBLE MEAT ADD $ 1.50

All soups are concocted from Diane's special recipes.

#27 CHILI ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2.50
Hearty and spicy, with chunks of meat. (Seasonal)

#28 SOUP OF THE DAY •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• $2.50
Once you start, you'll never stop!

# 14 GRILLED CHEESE BASKET........................................................$2.75
Your choice of breads and 2 cheeses grilled just right!

#29 CLAM CHOWDER ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2.50

# 15 CHICKEN SALAD SANDWICH BASKET ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3.50

A Boston-style chowder, creamy with plenty of clams. It's the best this side of the coast!

Delicious chunky chicken salad, served your way on your choice of bread.

,_BEEF, BIRD ~ SURF,_
AVAILABLE FROM 5 - 9 P.M. EVERY EVENING MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY.
All our steaks are cut fresh for us. From the choicest of beef and charbroiled to perfection.
We guarantee the Quality of our meats; simply, quality speaks for itself!
SORRY WE CANNOT GUARANTEE STEAKS PREPARED WELL-DONE.

#30 8 OZ. CHOICE SIRLOIN ••••••••• $7.95

#34 8 OZ. CHICKEN FILLET•••••••••••••• $6.95

#31 10 OZ. RIB EYE. ••••••••••••••••••••• $10.95

#35 8 OZ. SNOW CRAB LEGS ••••••••••• $7.95

#32 16 OZ. T-BONE •••••••••••••••••••••• $12.95

#36 BEEF&.. BIRI> ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $12.95

#33 BEEF&.. SURF ...............................$12.95

AN 8 OZ. CHARBROILED CHICKENBREAST AND AN
8 oz SIRLOIN STEAK, THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS!

80Z. SIRLOIN STEAK AND 80Z. OF SCRUMPTIOUS
CRAB LEGS. TRULY AN UPTOWN TASTE!

All Beef, Bird and Surf dinners come with your choice of two side specialties:
Cole slaw, our famous homemade fries, or our creamy potato salad.
Ice Tea and Soft Drinks.
Full bar service including imports.
finest selection of wine, beer and spirits House wines available by the glass or carafe.

DAILY SPECIALS
MONDAY ..................Hamburger Basket
TUESDAY ................... Breaded Chicken Basket
WEDNESDAY ............Grilled T-Loin Basket
THURSDAY ............... Polish Sausage Basket
FRIDAY........................ Fish Sandwich Basket

STEAK NtTE
THURSDAY NIGHT
8 oz. Charbroiled Sirloin
Your choice of
Slaw, Pasta, Fries, Garlic Sticks
Baked Potato or Potato Salad

$6.95 E

•

,;.,IMPORT BEER LtsTMore than sixty choice flavors from around the world!

Travel around the world and neyer leave the comfort of the Uptowner!
U.S.A.

IRELAND

Anchor Steam
Anchor Porter
Samuel Adams

SCOTLAND
MacAndrews Scotch Ale

BELGIUM
Lindemans Framboise
Lindemans Kriek
St. Sixtus
Duvel
Orval Trappist Ale

SWEDEN
Nordik Wolf

AUSTRIA
Pilsner Urquell

ENGLAND

HOLLAND

Samuel Smith Imperial Stout
Samuel Smith Nut Brown Ale
Samuel Smith Oatmeal Stout
Samuel Smith Old Brewery Pale Ale
Samuel Smith Taddy Porter
Old Peculier
Fullers E.S.B.
Old Nick Barley
Newcastle Ale
Mackesons XXX Stout
Whitebread Ale
Bass Ale
Double Diamond
Watneys Red Barrel
Watneys Cream Stout

Holland Brand
Amstel Light
Grolsch
Heineken
Heineken Dark

JAMAICA
Red Stripe

MEXICO
Simpatico
Corona
Doz Equis Lager
Doz Equis Amber

BAVARIA

G~;~:;Jt~:~;,
Salvator
Tucher Hefe Weizen
Tucher Dunkel Hefe Weizen
ChimayAle
Gosser

AUSTRALIA
Foster Lager

Rauchbier - Smoke Bavarian Dark
Beer selection may val}' depending upon availability

-SCOTCH LISTMore than thirty single malt and blended scotch whiskeys to choose from!
Cutty Sark

J &.. B
Dewars
johnny Walker Black
Chivas
Glentromie ............................. 12 year old
Knockando ............................. 11 year old
Knockando ............................. 21 year old
Dalmore ................................. 12 year old
Cardhu ................................... 12 year old
Glenlivet ................................ 12 year old
Glenfiddich ............................ 12 year old
Glenmorange ......................... 10 year old

Tamnavulin ............................ 10 year old
Laphroaig
Pinch ............................... : ...... 15 year old
McCall ans .............................. 18 year old
Glendronach Sherry Cask :...... 12 year old
Royal Lochanager. .................. 12 year old
Royal Salute .;:!;....................... 21 year old
Grants Castle: ......................... 21 year old
Grants (Private Stock, 1950) ..... 8 year old
Glengoyne ............................. 12 year old
Glengoyne ............................. 17 year old
Society of Scotch Malt Connoiseurs
Talisker ................................... 10 year old

Glenkinchie ............................ 10 year old
Bladnoch ................................ 26 year old
. Craggenmore
OBAN .................................... 14 year old
Dalwhinnie ............................. 15 year old
Laganvulin ............................. 16 year old
Aberlour ................................ 10 year old
USQUEBACH ......................... 12 year old
Glenlivet ................................ 21 year old
_

ALSO AVAILABLE

THE FINEST SELECTION OF SPIRITS
FROM AROUND THE WORLD
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Introducing the spice of life
and
life's little pleasures to Charleston ...

THE GRAPE AND GRAIN GOURMET.EMPORIUM
Distinctive Wines & Spirits along with your favorite
Imported Beers from Around the World
Featuring:
Tbe Largest Selection of Gourmet Coffees and Teas
Specializing in:
• CABERNETS
• CHARDONNAYS
• RIESLINGS
•PORTS
• ZINFANDELS
• PINOT NOIRS
• CHAMPAGNES
•SCOTCHES

•PASTAS
•MUSTARDS
• CHOCOLATES
•CAKES
•OILS
•VINEGARS
•SAUCES
• SPICES

Unique Flavors frotn ports all over the World
THE GRAPE AND GRAIN GoURMET EMPORIUM
621 Monroe St. • Uptown On Charleston's Square

•

348-8077 •
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Church groups
I
housed in
same building I
By ANN GILL
News editor
Looking for something?
The Episcopal Campus
Ministry has relocated to better
serve the students, said Gregg
Stevens, Episcopal campus
minister.
The former location at the
Wesley Foundation, 2202
Fourth St. was small and in the
new location at the Newman
nter, 909 Lincoln Ave. will
provide more space.
Stevens and the Episcopal
Campus Ministry are begining .
their second year at Eastern.
'We are starting fresh," Stevens
said of the move.
In the ministry Stevens said
he has three goals in serving
1he students, "I want to provide
a eucharist once a week, be
available for counceling and
provide a presence on cam-

I
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•Copies
•Resumes & Packages
•Typing Services
·Offset Printing
•Self-Serve Copy Center
(No Change Needed)

•Much More!
Come to us for all your printing needs
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COME!---.
DISCOVER US!
You'll find

a

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Welcomes
All Students
to EIU

L<PE

"houseful of books"

New & Used!
Classic to Contemporary!
Paperbacks! Hardbacks!
Fiction! Poetry!
Cookbooks!
Kids books! Art books!

COMEDY
NIGHT
Fall Season Dates
Friday, August 28
Friday, October 9
Friday, September 4
Friday, October 16
Friday, September 11
Friday, October 23
Friday, November 6
Friday, September 18
Friday, September 25
Friday, November 13
Friday, October 2
Friday, Nov~mber 20
Friday, December 4

Comedians Featured
, Kevin Carboni
Bob].

Tim Kaminski
Dara Modglin

Rusty McGary
Krazey Billy Kraze
Harry Hickstein
"Mr. Big Stuff''
And Many More!

Darin Howard
Rey Garin
Scott Fontecchio
Austin Brooks

As seen from places like David Letterman, Second City, The Improv & HBO

Cards! Wrap! Posters!

and much more
AND

We'll Give you 10% Off
"EVERYTHING YOU BUY"*
DURING
OUR "FIRST WEEK SALE"*

If You Ask!

THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP
619 Monroe
On the Charleston Square
"Where the Books Are"
Mon-Fri: 10-5 pm Sat: 10-4 pm 345-6070
*August 26 through September 2
*no double-discounts, no layaway

r---------------------~

: _ $1. 00 Q_ff

EU 826:

1
at door
1
or Free appetizer plate.
I
With presentation of this coupon.
I Good for Fall shows. Cannot be used with other coupons and
I
promotions or duplicated. One coupon per visit.

1
1
I
I
I

L---------------------~

Season tickets
available
345-2516
for more details

I~

~ ~

pus."
In addition to Stevens three
goals, Stevens and the
Association of Campus
inisters have planned a number of theme workshops
igned to respond to the
needs of Eastern students and
are practical and informational
Ill nature. These workshops are
being offered to residence halls,
fraternities and sororities on
campus.
Topics include: Dealing with
Family Back Home, Dealing
with Your Roomate, Does my
Friend Drink too Much?, Death
a Friend, Parent or Sibling,
ilding Self-Esteem, Sexuality,
~macy and Relationships,
Sreaking Up, Cults and
Destructive Religious Groups
IJ'ld Women and Spirtiuality.
The Episcopal Campus
nistry is open to "anyone,"
ens said.
In keeping with his goal,
'Eucharist will be provided every
Wednesday at 5 p.m. and 7
.m. in the Shelbyville room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
iversity Union, starting Sept.

~
~

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
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Let us entertain you!
The University Board is a
student organization whose
goal is to provide the campus
with the highest quality entertainment and activities at
the lowest possible cost to the
students. These activities include movies, concerts, lee-·
tures, Homecoming weekend,
and much more.
The board consists of 14
committees and two executive officers. The University
Board office is located in the
StudentActlvityCenter, Room
201 Union. New ideas and
members are always welcome.
Please stop by or call 5815117.
Spotlight on Entertainment

is published by University
Board to highlight upcoming
campus entertainment.

22. 1992
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Welconie Week '92 Events

Dear Student:
To welcome new and returning students to
Eastern, a wide variety of entertainment and programs are planned for the first week of the 199293 school year. All events were programmed with
you in mind, and feature fun, low-cost entertainment right here on campus. Come out and bring a
friend!
-The Editor

Wild Video Dance Party
Saturday, Aug. 22, 9 p.m.
Dance the night away at University Board's
opening night event. The "Wild Video Dance
Party· will feature a light show and live D.J. showing your favorite new videos on Saturday, August
22 in the University Union Grand Ballroom. Admission is $1.

Holiday Ranch
Tuesday, Aug. 25, 8 p.m.
The Rathskeller will be alive with the acoustic
sounds of ''Holiday Ranch" Tuesday, August 25 at
8 p.m. This acoustic duo offers a simple, no-frills
show for those who enjoy music at its finest.
Admtssion is $1 with I.D .• $3 for general public.

*.

Comedian Carrot Top
Wednesday, Aug. 26, 8 p.m.

You'll love the irresistible, non-stop energy and
charm of Carrot Top. Taking the country, the stage, and
the house by storm, Carrot Top is coAVerting average,
normal citizens into devoted Carrot Head Fans. Admission is $1 with l.D.• $2 for general public.

Movie: ''White Men Cantt Jump"
Thursday, Aug. 27, 8 p.m.
Catch one of the biggest hits of this summer
in the University Ballroom-''Whtte Men Can't

Jump". starring Woody Harrelson. Wesley Snipes
and Rosie Perez. Expect to be thoroughly entertained by this funny story of two hustlers on the
basketball court. Admission is $1 with I.D.
·

Hot Mix Dance Party
Friday, Aug. 28, 9 p.m.
Party out of welcome week at the Hot Mix
Dance Party. Featuring hi-tech lighting and sound,
Hot Mix offers music for everyone. You may even
win an official "Hot Mix" t-shirt or tour button. Come
down to the Rathskeller for the last bash of welcome week with University Board and the Hot Mix
Dance Party. Admission Is $1 with l.D.

Coming in September from 11niversity 'Board ...
.
The Chicago Brass Quintet
Thursday, Sept. 10, 8 p.m.

"
Earthwood
Friday, Sept. 18, 11:30 a.m.

Their energy, the variety in choice of music,
Earthwood appears live in the Rathskeller
their uncanny ability to reach out and touch free of charge. compliments of the University
the audience, and their unique brand of humor Board Mainstage Committee. Enjoy this free
puts the Chicago Brass Quintet In a class of their lunchtime musical performance beginning at
own. This is Chicago's original brass quintet...five 11:30 a.m.
brilliant musicians who not only possess a technical mastery of their instruments, but also a
· remarkable talent for performing. Don't miss
the Chicago Brass Quintet, September l O In the
Grand Ballroom. Admission is $3 with l.D., $5 for
general public.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Comedlanne Joan Fagan
Wednesday, Sept. 2, 8 p.m.

: September Movies... :

~ f ITHEI ERM .~ L____..:====------'•
.

Don't miss this funny lady! You've seen her
on M1V's Half Hour Comedy Hour and.A&E's
•
Evening at the Improv. Now see her in the • ''The Lut Boy Scout" •tarrlnl Brace
Comedian A.J. Jamal
•
Rathskeller, brought to you by the University • WUU. and Daman Wayan9
Wednesday, Sept. 23, 8 p.m.
Board Subway Committee. Admission is $1 : September 10. 9 p.m., University Ballroom:
with I.D.
• September 11. 8 p.m.• University Ballroom •
A.J. Jamal is rapidly becoming one of the
: Admission $1.
: fastest rising stars in show business. He has opFun Flicks
•
• peared on HBO, Showtime, The Arsenic Holl
Thursday, Sept. 3, 2 - 8 p.m. : ''Wayne'• World" •tarrln& Dana C&ney : Show, M'(v, and A&E. His high energy and ereMike Myen
• ative wit keeps the audience laughing from the
Tuesday, Sept. 15, 1 - 7 p.m. :• and
September 17 & 18. 8 p.m.• University
: moment he hits the stage. Catch A.J. Jamal in
You can fly like Superman, be a sheriff in an old • Ballroom - Admission $1.
• the Rathskeller, September 23 at 8 p.m. Admi~
western gunfight, lip sync to your favorite song,. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • slon is $1 w.ith l.D.
waterski or skin dive and never get wet. Ifs Fun
·6o's Rock: When the Music
Flicks totally interactive video. Fun Flicks is the
Mattered·
original live, mobile video recording
studio... tlJndredsofsongs,do~ensofmoviescenes
Thursday, Sept. 17, 7 p.m.
and more than 85,000 special effects. Each particiThe Beatles, Bob Dylan, Jlmi Hendrix, The
pant receives a full-color VHS video tape of all the Supremes, The Rolling Stones...their music filled
·action from their performance. Fun Flicks will be the airwaves and provided the soundtrack to
rolling in the Grand Ballroom from 2 to 8 p.m. on one of the most turbulent decades in American
Thursday, Sept. 3, and again for the University history. Barry Drake's exciting multi-media presentation, featuring hundreds of slides and music
Union Open House. Sept. 15 from 1 - 7 p.m. in the selections, celebrates the music of the «ls. Join us for t/:J's Rock, Thursday ,September 17 at 7 p.m
University Ballroom. CoSl is $2.
in the University Union Grand Ballroom. Admission is only $1 with l.D. and $3 for general public

.

Feeling ill?
Health Service serves
students' health needs
By THERESE GILHOOLY
Staff writer

When sickness strikes and
injuries occur look no further
than Health Service to cure
your ails.
Health Service, conveniently
located on Seventh Street and
Hayes Avenue, provides quality health care on campus.
Staffed with four doctors,
seven registered nurses, a
radiographer, medical technologist and a registered pharmacist, Health Service provides
students health and hygienerelated services including XRay facilities and pharmaceuticals. In addition to this, they
provide free allergy injections,
vaccinations and immunizations, as well as general consultation and treatment.
"I think we have an excellent

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

Eastern student gets her blood pressure checked at Eastern's Health Service. There is no charge for indi1visits to Health Service for Eastern students.

• Continued on page 16

Asl< the returning students
and faculty where th·e y get
the best haircare . . .

Prince Marathon
welcomes back
new and returning
students!
An American Company
Serving America!
02 W. Lincoln

staff. If we can't help students
we refer them to someone who
can. We are here to provide
the students with the best
health care we can," said Sue
Lipka R.N.
Health Service is open 7:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Saturday.
After the facility closes on
weekdays, a nurse is on duty
and a doctor is on call. During
these hours students must
enter through the rear
entrance.
There is no charge for individual visits to Health Service.
The cost for medication prescribed by the university doctors for full time students starts
at $1.50. Maintenance and prescription drugs prescribed by

Donna's Hair Creations
1408 6th St. • 345-4451

Specializing in Men,s I Women,s
*HAIRCUTS
* NAILS I MANICURE

345-1625

* HAIRCOLORING
*PERMS

rfh

Stylist Available
National
Cosmetology
Association

wmatrixMo\~

AHO StetH •.;ARE

RED KEN®

•

Lincoln Avenue

1~

~---

CLIP & SAVE

'Welcome Back Students"
-----wlit!itiiscouroN-----, r------wrrBrffiscouroN------~

!
Any Sandwich !
(Except Junior Roast Beef) !
50~ OFF

Regular
Roast Beef
$ I •09

I

Offer valid through 9-7-92.
Limit 4 per coupon.
Not valid with other coupons,
6ft'ers or promotional discounts.

Offer valid through 9-7-92.
Limit I per coupon.
Not valid with other coupons,
offers or promotional discounts.

I
I
I

I
:

-----------------------

L-----------------------~

ANY CHICKEN
SANDWICH

FKBE MEDIUM

DRINK

$ I •99
Offer valid through 9-7-92.
Limit 2 per coupon.
Not valid with other coupons,
offers or promotional discounts.

Offer valid through 9-7-92.
Umit I per coupon.
Not valid with other coupons,
offers or promotional discounts.

----------------------~

L-----------------------

LAWYER AND RICHIE

Di,fference!

10 Lincoln Ave. • Charleston • 348-5144

I

FLORISTS AND GIFTS .,

Balloons

· Stuffed
Animals

11·00 Lincoln Ave. • 345-5808
3 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
WE ACCEPT EVERY MAJOR CREDIT CARD BY PHONE

TASTE THE ARBY'S

I

I

--·-·wrrBrffiscouroN------, r------wrrttrffiscouro[------,
(W/PURCHASE OF ANY
SANDWDCH AT REGGULAR
PRICE)

GTeen
Plants

Fresh
FloUJers

31llfeDora

"'
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Center available
to help students
with problems
By THERESE GILHOOLY
Staff writer

It isn't always easy dealing with the
pressures of college life, so Eastern's
Counseling Center is available when
students need someone to talk to.
The Counseling Center is located on
Seventh street in the green and stone
house across from the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union and north of
Health Service.
The primary goal of the Counseling
Center is to assist students in dealing
with their concerns as college student
Bud Sanders, Ed.D., director and regi
tered psychologist said.
The Counseling Center is staffed
with five professional counselors who
hold advanced degrees in counseling
or psychology. They are also experienced in dealing with the struggles of
college students specifically and they
try to assist students in finding solu1
tions to their problems.
The center is open from 8 a.m. to 1
"~
noon and 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
MARI OGAWA/Photo eo1tor through Friday. If a students needs to
Counseling Center receptionist Betty Jane Hall jots down an appointment. The Counseling Center is open five days a week for students'
• Continued on page 16
counseling needs.

WELCOME
EIU
STUDENTS
AND
FACULTY

Stay with someone you know.sM
Spacious Comfortable Accommodations
Complimentary Coffee and Newspaper
2 Pools (indoor, outdoor), Sauna, Whirlpool

(217) 235-0313
300 Broadway Avenue
Mattoon, IL
621 WEST LINCOLN
P.O. BOX530
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 61920-0530

II

MEMBER FDIC

You're invited to attend

Wesley United Methodist Church

·c & M Video Presents...
* We Reserve Movies
*Gift Certificates
Available

Across Fourth Street from Lawson Hall

345-3917
Terry Clark and Joy Schlesselman, Pastors
SUNDAY WORSHIP- 8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
SUNDAY SCHOOL - 9:50 a.m.
(BASIC Class at Wesley Foundation)
SUNDAY VESPERS - 6:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY INFORMAL COMMUNION - 9:30 p.m.

~-y,~.J!Jf.. AND Wrr_f../.

&'V

_,

~.Su-

*We Sell New
and Previewed
Movies
* Available Now!
Super Nintendo Ent.
System & Sega
Genesis.

SPECIAL INVITATION TO ALL EIU STUDENTS
Free Welcome Back Outdoor Cookout
and Concert

Thursday, August 27 5:00 p.m.
(Wesley Foundation Front Lawn)
COME FOR FOOD, FUN, FELLOWSHIP!

Late Night Hours
"The Best Show In Town"

Monday-Saturday 9 am-Midnight
Sunday 11 am-Midnight

II 440 W. Lincoln

348-7700

FARMERS

MARKET
7 a.m. Every

105 W. Lincoln

345-7711

Wednesday
UPTOWN ON
CHARLESTON'S SQUARE

15o9v~ ~r~ 345-i3sOI

l Frltpgs

I
I FEAl-uRING LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
I AND NIGHTLY
I SPECIALS
I

*FREE*
Cheeseburger and
Fries with purchase
of any drink!
Offer good with
coupon.

!"!'!! !! ~ =t!!..J

r-----------------------,
r-----------------------,
: 2 Medium Cheese Pizzas : : Large One-Topping Pizza :

:
I
I

:
I
I
I

$9 99

e
Top Both Pizzas f~r Only 99¢
Per Toppzng.
Expires 12/31/92
Not Valid w/any other offer

~
~ut.

: :
I I
I I
I I

345-9722

Ice Cubes

70¢

! $1.59 ~iffP~RONI
: $1 99 SUPREME
EACH
I
I
I
I

•

Expires 12/31/92
Not Valid w/any other offer

!!

I
I
~la.a I
'"DUf. I

!

2-Toppings Pizzas
99

$13

::

1
1
: Medium Specialty Pizza & Medium One-Topping :
Pizza, Family order of regular Breadsticks
1
1
I
And 4 Drinks
I
1
II
•
* Cheese Loves Plus
1
* Meat Lov_ers
I
I
I
Expires 12/31/92
* Pepperom Lovers
(!~ I
L ~t~a~ _:l~y~t:;r!ff_=: _ ::!P~~
~~ .J

______

I
I
I
I

·

:

•

Expires 12/31/92
Not Valid w/any other offer

!

f!t«.a
~ut

Specialty Pizzas
$

11
I
I
II

19 99

I
I
I
I

•

L_______

Wine
Coolers!

T-Shirts, Shorts
Tanks, Hats
with
your
Favorite
Beer
Logo

Eastern's
Favorite
Party
Supply
Stores!

Spirits!
R
Go

Panthers!
-

'

(Please have I.D. ready)

·'··

:
11

* CHEESE LOVERS PLUS * PEPPERONI LOVERS
* SUPREME * MEAT LOVERS n1........
Expires 12/31/92
~~.iua
~t2'a:d.:i:~t=~r::- ____ ~

I
I
II

J

ide

1724 Jackson
345-5722

"Fro111 A Keg To A Can"

Convenient
Drive-up
Windows

II

I
~ I
~Uf
I

L-----------------------~ L----------------------~~
r-----------------------,
r-----------------------,
:
Dinner For Four
:•
Three Medium
:

Foam
Coolers
$1.89

Beer!

:

Expires 12/31/92
Not Valid With any other offer

PACXAG•

13 W. Lincoln

I
I

L-----------------------~ r-----------------------,
L----------------------~~
r-----------------------,
: A Personal Pan Pizza : :
2 Medium
:

$17 99

THE LINK BETWEEN
THE WORLD AND YOU!
.. ) ,

:

e
(Limit 5 Pizzas
Per Coupon)

I I
I I

(Dine in Only)

The Daily Eastern News

$9 99

::

Charleston's Largest
Selesction of Chilled
Wines!

•

ANDRE
_(~

Kegs & Ponies
in Stock at
Gateway & Eastside!
Milwaukee's Best
Old Milwaukee
Old Style
Coors
Michelob

Bud & Bud Light
Miller & Miller Lite
Miller Genuine Draft
Busch
Natural Light

Join our Keg Club!
. .

. . . .. \_ ...... .I .I. . •~.
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Counseling Center
functioning in the university. Students may choose to
have individual or group counseling.
talk to someone after those hours or on the weekends,
Students are limited to 32 counseling sessions during
they should call the center and get information from the
their
enrollment at Eastern, due to the size of the staff.
answering machine on how to contact a counselor.
This
is
also to enable the center to meet the needs of
The services of the Counseling Center are available
many students. No-shows do count in the limit of 32
to all full-time students without charge. Part-time students may receive some services if a counselor is avail- sessions, therefore it important to cancel an appointab~
- ment at least one hour ahead of time.
Career counseling is available to assist students in
Appointments are made with the receptionist, Betty
Jane Hall. She schedules students to see a counselor at developing decision making skills concerning choosing
a career. A vocational career library is maintained at the
the earliest time possible. Students may request a specenter to provide up-dated information on employment
cific counselor they wish to see. Appointments can be
opportunities.
made by phone or in person.
A study skills program is also available through the
Personal counseling is available to help students deal
Counseling
Center to help students learn to manage
with social or emotional problems that keep them from
their time, take better notes in class, get motivated and
•From page 14

develop better test taking skills.
Throughout the school year the Counseling Center
offers Life Skills Seminars. These are one-hour miniworkshops with themes of self-discovery and personal
growth such as dealing with depression or learning to
make effective decisions. University and community
professionals present these seminars.
The center also offers several longer workshops and
mini-courses which help students practice new skills.
Posters and brochures announce these workshops and
seminars.
The counselors can help students "make their lives
work a little bit better. It may only be minor problems that
students come here with, but if they are keeping them
from moving on, I think they should take the opportunity
we offer to work on them." Sanders said.

Health
• From page 13

private physicians are sold at
cost plus handling, Pharmacist
Lou Marble, R.Ph. said.
For after hours emergencies
students should go to the
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Center. Health Service must be
notified of all emergency room
visits as soon as possible. This
assures processing of insurance claims and payment of
medical charges.
All Health Service visits are
recorded and kept on file for
future reference.
Excused absences are not
granted by the medical staff.
Documentation of visits for an
excused absence from an
instructor will be given upon ·
request. However, whether or
not an absence is excused is
up to the individual instructor.
Counseling for birth control
and tests for pregnancy and
venereal diseases are provided
by the Health Service. Birth
control pill prescriptions can be
filled for $2 or $4 if prescribed
by a private physician.
Pap tests are one of the services that require an appointment and students must pay
the $15 charge at the time they
make the appointment. The
reason for this is to reduce the
number of people missing
appointments and to better
serve the students.
Students are allowed to
make one appointment per
semester and if it is necessary
to cancel that appointment it
must be done so 48 hours in
advance, Lipka said.
The Lake Land College
Dental Clinic provides dental
care by appointment at 1 p.m.
and 3 p.m. Monday through
Wednesday and at 2:45 p.m.
on Thursdays in the Health
Service building. The fee for
teeth cleaning for students is
$5 and $8 for non-students.
The clinic is staffed by second
year dental hygiene students
and faculty from Lake Land
College. Eastern maintains the
clinical facility.
"With tuition and fees and living expenses, many students
have quite a financial load to
carry. The dental clinic gives
Eastern students and area residents the unique opportunity to
have their teeth cleaned at minimal cost," said Mary Jorstad,
director, Lake Land College
Dental Hygiene Program.
In order to be treated in
Health Service students must
present their Eastern ID and fill
out a medical history form.
All medical records are kept
confidential except in cases of
public health matters when
reports on dontagion are
required by public health
authorities.

Good-bye missed messages.
Hello every call.

When you're out and someone's calling in ...

RRflRRING RINGR· . ,
RING
in9·
you need The Answer, voice
messaging from Consolidated
Communications. Whether it's
your family, friends, classmates or
professors on the line, it's The Answer
to every call. No tapes, no machines.
No blips, no bother. Your caller gets
your personal message recorded in
your own voice. It's clear, crisp and
convenient. And it's available

right now to EIU on-campus residents.
(The Answer is coming to off-campus
residents this fall.) AQyou need is a
touch-tone phone.

BBBZZZ aZzZz Bzzzzzz
bZzzz
Z
If you 're on the li~e when th~t important
someone calls, they'll never get a busy
signal. The Answer answers every call and
takes a message even when you're on the
- _phone. Then, using a private

password, you can retrieve your messages, from
,..
any phone, anywhere.

.
~1·
R1Na rinnngg! •c1c
Hello? POP! bzzzzz

Even if you remember to tum on
your answering machine, you
can never be sure your caller's
message will be recorded. With The
Answer, you'll get all of your
message~, every time. So, if you 're
an EIU on-campus resident, you
can toss out those tapes and
mothball those machines. And get
The Answer, today. (Off-campus residentsThe Answer is coming soon!)

To order 1be Answer or for more infonnation, call:

1-800-879-2135

fl
Consolidated
'19' Communications
121 South 17th Street Mattoon, IL 61938
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Inside

Hot Spots
The perfect map to all of
Charleston hot spots.
•PAGE 3

Uptown
All there is to know and
do on the square.
•PAGE 5

MARI OGAWA I Photo editor
Eastern students take part in an exciting game of sand volleyball at Stix billiard bar and restaurant. The addition of sand
volleyball is just one of the many changes that have occurred since Stix opened in 1990. Patrons to Stix can enjoy many
options which makes Stix the perfect alternative_ to the traditional college bar.

Stix provides number one alternative
By ANN GILL
News editor

Players
University Theater plans
popular plays for fall.
•PAGE 7

Let it be known that there is more to be found than beer
and billiards at Stix billiard bar and restaurant.
"The goal is to provide the number one alternative," said
Stix owner Don Yost, who brought the Stix tradition of
providing a first class atmosphere to Charleston in the fall of
1990.
Stix was first established at Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale. Yost, a native of Carbondale opened his first
business in 1988 and said that he has drawn from his experiences for improvements.
Since opening day, Stix has increasingly gained popularity with Eastern students, the residents of Charleston and
surrounding areas.
The man behind the scenes says he and his wife Louise,
better known as "Mama Lou," want to provide the college
and community with "the nicest alternative in Illinois."
When first coming to Charleston, Yost said he "saw the

need for a concept like his, an opportunity to try and be different and create their own style."
Providing a "splash of class" to the local entertainment
scene is just a part of what Yost is all about. As a member
of the local chamber of commerce, Yost is active in and supports numerous local activities.
On the university level, Yost is an active supporter of university events and donates to different areas of the university from greek organizations to university sports teams.
Post game parties are held regularly after home athletic
events, with free food, Yost said. "It's a social alternative for
people to come by," he added.
Support for the university athletic teams doesn't stop with
the post game parties, when Eastern's men's basketball
team made it to the NCAA tournament Yost did his part.
Not accepting the fact that a roundtrip ticket to Boise, Id.
was selling at $1,200, Yost picked up the phone and called
United Airlines, "I told them the situation and they under ·.

• Continued on page 2
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Stix
"'From page 1

stood and reduced the price
by $800," which provide the
opportunity tor those who
could not afford to attend the
"once in a lifetime chance,"
Yost said.
When it comes to business,
the Stix concept is to provide
an alternative to the average
drinking establishment. Yost
encourages a wide variety of
activities and believes that it
is good to put money back
into the business and make it
a place tor the patrons.
Stix will never have quarter
beers or a cover charge and
always sell only premium
products, "we're to classy to

charge a cover," Yost said,
and you will always see a
bouncer checking identification at the door, Yost and the
employees of Stix have a high
priority to "discourage" anyone underage from entering.
Yet, Stix has a "good mix"
of patrons and is known tor
more than beer and billiards.
In addition to nine cloth covered billiard tables rented by
the hour, Stix has electronic
dart boards, pinball machines,
a compact disk jukebox and a
big screen television which is
always on tor the big game. It
is also a restaurant with pizza,
burgers, daily specials and
much more. Yet, that's not all
that makes Stix an alternative

from the normal college bar,
Stix added a beer garden in
the summer of 1991 and the
most recent additions include
a sand volleyball court and
karaoke.
Karaoke which has become
popular across the country, is
a combination of music and
video where the participant
provides the vocals. "It's
going good," Yost said of the
karaoke which is played on
Friday nights.
In addition to karaoke, at
the suggestion of his wife,
Yost has added a progressive
country night.
"We have a good mix," Yost
said of his clientele. Stix
patrons come from many

., ,,,,,"'i/2 __ ,

.
_,..,,.,,-·
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: Cut Specials

walks of lite. Yost said he
sees students, business persons, secretaries and retired
individuals enter the doors,
but that's not all "housewives,
too," said Louise.
Even local celebrities like
Stix. Charleston Mayor
Wayne Lanman told The Daily
Eastern News, last August
that he prefers Stix to the
other local establishments
and that he likes to play pool.
Lanman is like many
Charleston residents and
Eastern students who enjoy
the atmosphere, variety of
products and activities that
Stix has to otter.
"We have a good crowd on
Friday and Saturday night, as

well as during the week," Yost
said.
Looking ahead, Yost said
he is "always thinking of new
approaches."
When it comes to the future
of Stix, just as Yost expanded
his business to Charleston,
the tradition of Stix could be
expanded to Champaign and
Terre Haute in the near future.
"We're just looking right now,"
Yost said of the possible
expansion.
One thing will remain true
no matter where there is a
Stix, the concept of a "splash
of class" will always follow.
"We go first class or we
do:i't go," Yost said.

Unique Gifts

,

for .

Birthdays• Anniversaries• Weddings

,

at

Unique Crafting

I

Expires Oct. 21st w/coupon

L------------------------~

345-6363

Northwest comer Charleston Square
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.; Sat 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Sylists:

345-5576

LeeAnn, Joyce, Michelle & Sheila

Sign
up for
classes
• .Craft . supplies
available
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NOT ALL PIZZAS
ARE CREATED EQUAL.
Our Large is 16". Many others are smaller.
Our Medium is 14". Many others are smaller.
A better value starts with a better (and sometimes bigger) pizza.
At Monical's Pizza, you'll always get your money's worth.
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Dine-In, Carry-Out, Free Delivery... 7 Days a Weeki
909 18th Street • Charleston
DELIVERY HOURS:

MOla.-Tbur••• 4 PM-11 PM
P'd.. 4 PM-Mldal&bt
SM.. 11 AM- .......
s-..11 AM-llPM

34S.7515

DINING ROOM HOURS:

-..'l'llm'" II AM -llPM
MAlllll.. llAM·MM"Wat
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New students guide to Charleston's hot spots
Editors note: The following
preview was prepared by former News staff editors Mike
Chambers ('92) and Cathy
Behrendt ('91) for the New
Student and Back to School
editions for 1991. This preview
has been updated for accuracy and should give you all the
insight you will need to find
your way to Charleston's hot
spots.

Greetings newcomers to
Charleston, home of Eastern
Illinois University, Abraham
Lincoln's parents and
Governor Jim Edgar (not necessarily in that order). You
many have a few questions,
such as:
• "Who put Carman Hall
eight miles away from campus?"
• "What in the world is a
Texas Straw Hat and will I
want to eat one when I see it?"
• "Where in the hell did I
pack my underware?"
• "Why isn't there any parking anywhere, anytime?"
• "How am I supposed to
know where the Charleston
hot spots are?"
You're on your own with the
first five questions, but the
sixth question is something
The Daily Eastern News is
here to answer.
Perhaps one of the most
popular extracurricular activities students enjoy, when not
studying (for parents' consumption only), is meeting
friends at many of the local
bars in town.
And thanks to local leaders,
19 year-old Eastern students

File photo

The Uptowner and Celler, 623 Monroe Ave. is the only bar located on Charleston's historic town square. The Uptowner and Celler serves a wide
array or drinks and has Charleston's largest selection of imported beer.

well as a pretty mean kitchen
Marty's is also a popular
staff, Friends is the kind of bar
weekday lunch hangout.
you'll want to spend your time
Mike and Stan's Stable,
in,
504 Monroe Ave. Formerly
Good food, cold beer and
Chink's, this is a place worth
occasionally a good band in
getting up for -or in most cases
the back-this place has persimply never going to bed for.
sonality.
Opening up at 6 a.m. Mike·
Ike's Little Campus, 411
and Stan's is one of only two
Lincoln Ave. Right across from
Charleston morning/night life
Old Main, Ike's is known as a
spots. Mix three scoops of
..
iMwudmitted iflto-most-ot-~\!feeKtiang.:OOl oUl Is not - Charleston natives with one
the bars-but don't try any
exclusively for greek patrons.
scoop of Eastern students and
funny stuff-.all the bars card.
So stop in for the infamous 4
shake vigorously- that's the
For a guided tour of all
o'clock club on Friday's, have
recipe for Mike and Stan's
Chucktown's popular watering
a beer and watch the ivy grow
crowd.
holes, grab the identification
across the street.
But don't try to stay up for
you can carry, and come along
Jerry's Pizza and Pub, 320 this bar if you're not 21- they
card!
to:
Lincoln Ave. This basement
pub, across from Pemberton
Stu's, 1405 Fourth St., forMother's, 506 Monroe Ave.,
m~rly known as E.L. Krackers.
Hall, caters to mostly lower
(Freshman be warned, veterThis surf style atmosphere
classmen and also has a
ans call it "Mom's.")
caters to everyone. Stu's i~
strong pizza following in the
Mom's is a large, antique,
one of the few dance bars 1n
upstairs restaurant.
sign-studded drinking estabAt the bar, don't forget to
Charleston. There is usually a
lishment which features DJ$2 cover charge-bummer-but
ask for a slammer shot-trust us spun mixes from progressive
the music's hot and~ so's the
on this one.
to rock to pop to the "Brady
Bunch" theme song (a singspot.
2~\lf.
Marty's, 1466 Fourth St.,
Stu's serves a~ array of
located directly across from
along). The area in front of the
mixed drinks and ~r labels,
the Lincoln, Stevenson,
DJ booth sometimes becomes
~well as f?~d on the ot~er
Douglas complex. You'll find a
a crazed dance floor around
side of the big blue box, E.L.
veritable Chex Mix of campus
midnight. ·
Krackers is open for lunch and
culture here. No stereotypes
This bar generally draws a
fairly larg~ crowd, so lines out
dinr1er.
"-''J ·"'
allowed.
This sports bar is a popular
Friends and C. .a'.1y,
front aren't unheard of. Mom's
509:Van Bure~ Avf~· 1s like .
place to watch all kinds of
· also has the only Foosball
Cheer\s only with P!Ft1f>les. With sports, especially Monday
table in town.
awide selection of drinks as
Night Football.
Roe's Tavern, 41 Sixth

o

St., received some major renovations last summer, including
the addition of ceiling fans, air
conditioning and a shooter bar.
Poll tables, a full length bar
and private booths in the back
for, well, privacy, Roe's also
has some of the best local
rock -n- roll upstairs, and some
of the worst- you decide.
· Stl~, 1_412,E,.o.urth.St.,.will .
celebrate its second anniversary on Sept. 5. Stix is an air
conditioned billiards establishment has nine pool tables rented by the hour. Yea, it's a pool
hall with much, much, more.
The beer garden outside
speaks for itself and like everywhere else, there's always
draft beer. Inside, the bar has
nearly any alcoholic concoction imaginable and Chicagostyle pizza, made to order and
sold by the slice or the whole
pie.
Stix recently added electronic dart boards, kareoke
and a sand volleyball court
was added this summer.
Ted's Warehouse, 102 N.
Sixth St., is a bit off the beaten
path, but you don't need a
compass to get there- just follow the sound of live music.
Ted's is a sprawling converted warehouse which is host to
high-energy rock and heavy

metal bands on Friday and
Saturday nights. There's usually a $2 cover, but look for
coupons in The Daily Eastern
News. (How's that for a plug?)
Cheap Trick and R.E.O.
Speedwagon are just a few
bands who started out at Ted's
Thirsty's, 221 Sixth St.,
After you've paid the $2 cover,
y.ou'll find two rooms filled with
music, dancing, pool and conversation- all of it loud.
If you get tired have a seat
in the up-side-down margarita
chair. No rest for the wicked.
The Uptowner and Cellar,
623 Monroe Ave., is the only
bar located directly on
Charleston's historic town
square.
The Uptowner has the city's
largest variety of imported
beers and it usually caters to
Eastern's older students, professors, and Charleston residents, as the entry age is over
21.
The Uptowner has a wide
array of food items cooked on
the grill and you won't want to
miss The Uptowner's grilled
chicken sandwich and delicious fries.
Carry this road map of fun
home with you at the end of
the evening and see if it isn't
the straight scoop.

PICNIC! PICNIC!

2

2

MEDIUM:

P1z;zA$; •

WITH ANY TOPPING

OFYOURCHOICE
EXCLUDES EXTRA CHEESE

,a

3 West Lincoln
Charleston, IL
345-4743

CRAZY
BREADSe

$898
TWO 4-PIECE ORDERS

·

.

PLUS TAX

2~
QUARTS

SUGAR-SWEETENED SOFT DRINK MIX

.

"•.
~

?

•

$10~§.

~

with 2 large pizzas

Little Caesars ~ Pizza! Pizza!
Two great pizzas! One low price.11t Always!

f\l~ays!

Kool-Aid® Sugar Sweetened Soft Drink Mix and jug are available only .with purchase of Picnic! Picnic! offer for a
•
limited time at participating stores.
No coupon necessary. © 1992 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc. Kool-Aid and the humanized pitcher device are
registered trademarks of Kraft General Foods, Inc.
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MOTHER'S
BAR

open 6 pm EVERY DAY

Charleston's Bar Alternative
Not everyone at EIU goes to the bars. At least not
for the past 5 years. It was then that Tony Soper,
Campus Minister at the Wesley Foundation, kept hearing from students that they went to the bars in town
because there wasn't any place else to go. At first he
wondered, "what about the bowling alley, movie theaters or other places where people go for entertainment?"
But then he realized what the students are actually
saying is NOT that there is no place other than the bars
to go, but that "if you don't go to the bars in
Charleston, there's no place in Charleston LIKE the
bars to go."

Got a Group? Get the Scoop!

So was born the idea for the Lighthouse which is
located in the Wesley Foundation's basement across
4th Street from Lawson Hall. The Lighthouse is
Eastern's only bar alternative nightclub, complete with
black walls, special effects lighting, D.J.'s, concession,
ping pong, pool, foosball, and the Captain's Cabin (a
place just to sit and talk.)

YOUNGSTOWN
Spacious 2 Bedroom
Townhouses for 3 & 4
People

r:t
........,

3 Bedroom for 5-6 People

''Vl
i.......i

Fully Furnished

[!)
f'V:

Dishwashers

;>..,,...,. •. :

fy ]

Basic Cable Paid

L(!

Central Air

Music played is generally by popular demand, with
few stipulations. "We play just about anything the kids
want to hear," Soper said. A student committee determines which music is suitable. Some of the music
played at the nightclub includes: Erasure, Mariah
Carey, Hammer, and many others. You will also hear
some religious rock artists.

Garbage

"What we are' t.ry.iilg ·to prov.lctlris a bar:fYpi'amio~"' · ··
sphere, where students can relax with their friends,
have a terrific time and remember it the next morning."
The non-alcoholic nightclub is run by students for students and will be open the first week of school August
23 & 24 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., then every Friday
throughout the school year.

Let Sherlock "Homes"Show
~ You The Way!

I

CAMBRIDGE & NANTUCKET

Jerry's Pizza & Pub
345-2844

r----------, r----------,

I Large Single : : Small Single I
1 Ingredient Pizza 1 1 Ingredient Pizza 1
I & Quart of Coke: : & Quart of Coke I
I. $7.95 ! :I $5.95 II
ll:>elivered 345-2844: I Delivered 345-2844 I
Expires 9-30-92

I
I I

Expires 9-30-92

I
I

L----------~ L----------~

,-----------, Small Two I
I Large Two :r----------,
1 Ingredient Pizza

I & Quart of Coke

1 Ingredient Pizza 1

: & Quart of Coke

FREE Sunday Suppers every week, (reservations
requested);
Through September, "For New Students Only," (an
open forum, to help Freshmen and transfer students
through tough times with roommates, homesickness,
time organization, study habits and new school
STRESS).
Weekly Bible studies, (check with Tony to find out
times & subjects.)
Student-led mid-week devotions and Communion,
every Wednesday evening at 9:30 P.M ..
PLUS swim parties, hayrides, rollerskating, shopping trips, mission trips, worship service teams to go
out to area churches, etc.
Come and join the fellowship and good times!
'J'.b'ere-:.af~1 'p1eiitf of wa-1~ tct'ge'i •'iMl-btt!ect ~ or ju~t
come and relax, whichever you like! If you'd like to
attend any of the "new student" activities or find out
more about Wesley Foundation or the Lighthouse, give
us a call at 348-8191 or 345-3455 (after hours).
-PAID ADVERTISEMENT-

ALL FRESHMEN and SOPHOMo:,SJ
GUARANTEED

LARGE or Small,
Try Them ALL!

I

Other on-going activities at the Wesley Foundation
include:

•

WANTED:

345-2363

The Wesley Foundation also offers many other student-run programs in addition to the Lighthouse.
Through the first week of school, August 23-28, there
will be free suppers each evening at 5:00 p.m. and various activities throughout the evening. After supper on
Thursday, August 27, a special concert with Tim Price
will be held at 7:00 p.m. Hope you can join the fun!

I

CASH FOR COLLEGE~
(Private Non-Repayment Awards)

-

·

· Private Sector Scholarships/Grants ~
Available For;
• Almost All Majors,
• The Average Student to the A+ Student,
• Low or High Family Incomes,
• Even if you are receiving State or Federal Awards.

Most Non-Repayment Awards
Require at Least;
• You are a U.S. Citizen,
• You use the Awards for your Educational needs,
(Tuition, Room & Board, Books, Etc.)
• You have the initiative to ask for the Awards.

ABSOLUTELY POSITIVELY NO RISK TO YOUlll
We are so confident in our 17 years of research and helping hundreds of thousands of
students and their· families obtain critical funds for their education that we give you this
Amazing Guarantee: You will receive actual Financial Awards (Min. $200) after you apply to
the sources we furnish you, or we wlll give you a $200 U.S. Savings Bond plus refund your $59
Research Fee in full.
·Now Is the time to Act! For more details send Name, Address, and College attending to:

! $9.25

: $6.95 :

: Delivered 345-2844

: Delivered 345-2844

I

387 Cedar Lake Road, Dept. 212
Round Lake, Illinois 60073

I

I

I

Millions of $$$ go unclaimed each year in Private Awards.

Expires 9-30-92

I

I

Expires 9-30-92

CASH FOR COLLEGE
c/o Edu-Fun, Inc.
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Panther Preview to profile
Charleston's uptown merchants
be located at 621 Monroe Ave.,
Staff writer
will stock an inventory including: fine wines, imported beers
Eastern's Panther Preview
and liqueurs, coffees, teas,
Program has planned a
fresh pastas, specialty tobac"Panther Square Affair" to give
cos, beer making supplies and
incoming students an idea of
much more.
what Charleston's historic town
The Monroe Street Cafe will
square shopping has to offer.
be opening its doors next door
Upon entering Charleston,
to the gourmet shop at 615
many new students are horriMonroe Ave, the building which
fied to find that the nearest
formally was the home to
shopping mall is in nearby
Burrito Heaven. Owners Jim
Mattoon and for some the local East and Kerry Lynch said they
discount stores fall somewhat
hope to attract students and
short of expectations of stulocal residents with their menu
dents used to larger shopping
of sandwiches, salads and full
malls.
dinners. The cafe, which will
Still, many students go
be open from 11 a.m. to 1O
through four years at Eastern
p.m., plans to offer a delivery
without ever realizing what
service.
Charleston's own square has to
Students with a sweet tooth
offer.
will be happy to hear about
Although most students flock Sweet Sensations, a homeuptown at night when the bars
made candy and fudge shop
are open, many never take the co-owned by Sue Williams and
time to explore the square in
Eastern student Dan Koonce.
daylight.
The shop, which is rumored to
The "Panther Square Affair"
possess a secret recipe for
will give new students a chance peanut brittle, will be located at
to meet other new students and 51 OSixth St. and is slated to
get a little exercise while
open in early August.
becoming acquainted with the
Rich Sandefer, former owner
variety of unique shops
of the Athletic Department in
Charleston's historic town
University Village, is opening
square has to offer.
The Shirt Factory at 507
Five new businesses will be
Seventh St., two doors down
· 'pating in the Panther
from Little Mexico. The Shirt
Square Affair: The Grape and
Factory will stock·quality T'n Gourmet Emporium, The shirts, sweat shirts and other
roe Street Cafe, Sweet
sportswear which they will pertions, The Shirt Factory
sonalize with Eastern or greek
Studio 88.
designs upon request.
The Grape and Grain
Studio 88, located at 611
rmet EmP9fi,U1;11 whicb ~ill • - Sevel,'lth St., opened its doQrs

By Gail Valker

during the early summer
months. Studio 88 will stock a
variety of piano and vocal
sheet music and musical gift
items. Alice and Laura
Swickard, the mother-daughter
team opening Studio 88, will
offer piano, voice and flute
lessons.
Other participating businesses include: Mack Moore Shoes,
Mar-Chris Gift Shop, Lincoln
Book Shop, Unique Crafting,
What's Cookin', Barb's Basics
Cake and Candy Supply Shop,
Fit for Life Gym, Mr.Z's Music,
The Uptowner and Celler, Will
Roger's Theater, Little Mexico,
Linda's Sporting Goods and
Boatmen's National Bank of
Charleston.
Students interested on
attending the tour should meet
at the University Union bookstore lobby at 2:30 and 3:30
p.m. on Aug. 24 and 25.
Groups will proceed to walk
uptown to the square where
merchants will have sales or
specials going on.
A lottery will be held as an
extra incentive to students.
Participating merchants have
donated gift certificates to
serve as prizes and each store
will have tickets and a drop-off
box.
Students can fill out a ticket
at every store they visit. All of
the drop-off boxes will then be
mixed together Tuesday, Aug.
25 at 6 p.m and the drawing
will be held the same evening
at 6:30 p.m. on the steps of the
Coles County Courthouse.
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LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE

S.

(Across from Carman Hall)

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL
• 9 Month Lease
• 2 & 3 Bedroom
•Furnished

1992
• 24 Hr. Maintenance
•Central Air
•Laundry Facilities

•Swimming Pool & Sun Deck

345-6000
2219 S. 9TH ST. #l 7

Econo
·Lodge
* NEWEST MOTEL
*FREE HBO
* FREE CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
* QUEEN-KING BEDS
* D.D. PHONE

217-345-7689

810 W. Lincoln Ave.
Charleston

GO PANTHERS!

GO PANTHERS!

Students, Parents and Staff
Your EIU Credit Union Welcome You!
FREE CHECKING AND DIRECT DEPOSIT!
YOUR STUDENT LOAN HEADQU~RTEflS
s"
4'

ill"

..

...

. .. . . . .~

250 W. Lincoln Avenue
Charleston, IL
348-5544
Mon. - Thurs.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

5C

Friday
9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
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provides
alternatives
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Welcome Back
EIU STUDENTS

THE BODY SHOP

By Gail Valker
Staff writer

NEW BULBS & FACE TANNERS

Students looking for an
alternative to the "bar scene"
may want to check out The
Lighthouse located on Fourth
Street across from Lawson
Hall.
Rev. Tony Soper, director
of the Wesley Foundation,
opened the Lighthouse in the
fall of 1988 to provide students with "a place to go, be
themselves, dance, hangout
and have fun," said Elizabeth
Soper.
Soper, a recent Eastern
graduate and the daughter of
Rev. Tony Soper, said that
students approached her
father when he first arrived in
Charleston in 1987 complaining that there was no place to
go in town unless you drank.
"My father opened The
Lighthouse hoping to provide
students with an alternative
to the bars; its success has
been just outstanding," Soper
said.
Open every Friday from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. during the
school year, The Lighthouse
nightclub promises patrons,
"No cover, no hangover and
memories of all your fun,"
said Soper.
An average 100 to 150
students attend the dances
every Friday. Many of these
students are freshmen who
are too young to get into the
bars but still want to socialize
and meet people.
Soper, herself, came to
Eastern straight out of high
school when her father was
transferred here from
Marissa, Ill. Knowing no one
in Charleston when she first
arrived, Soper said she
formed many friendships at
Lighthouse dances. "You can
be yourself at The
Lighthouse. You don't need
to worry about putting up a
front or being ridiculed."
In addition to The
Lighthouse dances, The
Wesley Foundation Student
Ministry sponsers a variety of
other activities for college
students.
Bible study is held twice a
week, communion is available every Wednesday at
9:30 p.m. and Sunday suppers are provided weekly at 5
p.m.
Communion services last
only half an hour because
Rev. Soper realizes that students are busy wit!J. s~yjllg
a~ other COllJlTI\~~~i· 1
~he free sllhaaf-~~ers
aliti1especially po·pu•aY with
students since residence
halls do not serve an evening
meal on Sunday, Soper said.
"Everyone is welcome. All we
ask is that you sign up ahead
of time," she added.
Despite Rev. Soper's position as Methodist Campus
Pastor, Wesley Foundation
events place no emphasis on
specific religious affiliations.
"We encourage everyone
to come out. There is no
preaching involved," said
I

.

3200 SUPER "WOLFF" BEDS WITH FACE TANNERS.
25 MINUTE SESSIONS.
PACKAGES GOOD FOR 6 MONTHS.

1410 6 TH ST.
OLDTOWNE APTS.

348-TANS

THE NEWEST & BEST BEDS IN TOWN!
~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·~L~·
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August 29
August 30
August 31

Saturday
Sunday
Monday

~~
~~
~~

September 1

Tuesday

~~
~~
~~

~~

Wednesday

September 2

~~

Bus Tour
Bus Tour
E.l.U. - Delta Sig Open

~L<l>

18 holes of miniature golf

~

Casino Night

~L

w/ the ladies of E.l.U.

~

Cookout ~ Volleyball

~

.. the members

~~

J

For

~<I>
~
~L
~

~L

L1L

Formal Smoker - meet

September 3

Thursday

~L<l>

~

w/ the ladies of E.l.U.

~~
~~

~~:

DELTA SIGMA PHI Rush Schedule

t

,c"t,.,( ,,) •

~J.~

i

I

\ I ;,., !

l.J

I

j f i.:J

~ I

t \. V J ' 1,. 4

Rides &..' Iriformation-- ~ ·ca1r 58 i :6893

• Small Animals
• Salt and Freshwater Fish

10 Gallon Aquarium -- Always
Monday-Friday,
Saturday
Sunday

$fl~Q~.

10:30 - 8:00
10:30 - 6:00
12:00 - 5:00
Madison Street
15th
St.

Petro pies
4th
St.

18th
St.
Lincoln Avenue

15th &- Madison~-

L1L
L1L

•'..._.,.I "- • 1.J Jw I
<" ~t ~,., ~r::. ··~··<- ~

PETS & SUPPLIES
• Reptiles
• Birds

~

348-1018
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Treasure Island
•Used Furniture
•Used Clothing
•Used Book Exchange
•New Furniture
•Mini-Storage

348-1041
Mon. - Sat.
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

AUDITIONS
FOR

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRODUCTIONS OF

THE EFFECTS OF

MarlOgawa/Photoeditor
mbers of Eastern's Summerfest theater perform in Neil Simons "Brighton Beach Memoirs." The play is
uled to run as a part of the fall play bill, Sept. 16-19, 23-26 and Sept. 20 and 27.

opular plays slated for university theater ·GAMMA RAYS ON
Eastern's theater departt has a diverse line-up
ned for the 1992-93 seaand all students are
uraged to audition or just
· y the shows.
Producing shows for over
years, the theatre departat Eastern Illinois
· ersity has sent many
rs on to successful
rs. "John Malkovich,
Allen and Randall Arney,
c director of the
nwolf Theater are
Eastern's famous
ni," said Jim Pearson;
t technical director.
This year's fall schedule will
n in September with two
I Simon plays whose sets
casts have been, for the
part, carried over from
merfest Theater.
~efoot in the Park," one
Simon's more famous plays,
play Sept. 3-5 and 9-12 at
p.m. and Sept. 13 at 2 p.m.
a cast made up of mainly
lty members.
"Brighton Beach Memoirs,"
n's autobiographical play,
be performed Sept. 16-19
23-26 at 8 p.m. and Sept.
and 27 at 2 p.m. Directed
C.P. Blanchette, this show
an all-student cast.
Unified auditions for the

other two fall plays, Paul
Zindel's "The Effects of
Gamma Rays on Man-in-theMoon Marigolds" and an
updated version of Sophicles'
classic "Antigone" set in
1920's Britain, will be held
Aug. 31 with callbacks on
Sept. 1 and 2.
Zindel's play, which centers
around a mother and two
daughters, will have an allfemale cast.
"Everyone should come and
audition. Just because you're
not a (theater) major doesn't
mean you won't be cast," said
Amy Sherwood, senior theater
arts major.
Sherwood, who came to
Eastern as a freshman in 1989
planning to go into pre-law,
encourages all students to
take a stab at acting.
Although she had never
acted in high school,
Sherwood attended an open
audition her freshman year to
earn extra points in a
Introduction to Theater class.
To her surprise, she was
cast as a hooker in a studentdirected production of
"Stuffings" and has been acting ever since.
Students interested in trying
out for a university production
should prepare two contrasting
monologues for the audition.
Spring unified auditions for
"The Boys in the Band,"

"Come Back to the Five and
Dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy
Dean" and "The Princess and
the Pea" will be held Nov. 30,
with callbacks on Dec. 1 and
2.
The unified auditions held at
the beginning of each
semester are used to cast students in roles for productions
throughout the semester.
A student may be cast in
more than one show as long
as practice-and running dates
for the shows do not overlap,
said Pearson.
"Even if you don't get cast
the first time, come in and get
experience working back stage
and with the sets," Sherwood
said. "Getting your face out
there will help you to be cast."
Entering her fourth year in
the theater arts department,
actress Sherwood said she
has no regrets about not pursuing pre-law.
Talking about her major,
Sherwood said, "The classes
are still difficult and it takes a
lot of time, but I just enjoy it so
much that it doesn't seem like
school. It's a lot of fun."
Admission for Eastern theater productions are $3 for
Eastern students; adults $6;
senior citizens and youths $5.
Tickets may be reserved by
calling 581-3110 or purchased
at the door. Visa and
Mastercard are accepted.

MAN-IN-THE-MOON
MARIGOLDS
AND

ANTIGONE
WILL BE HELD

1-

MONDAY, AUGUST 31
AND

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
/

'

AT 7:00 P.M.
IN THE STUDIO THEATRE
DOUDNA FINE ARTS CENTER

CALL 581-3110 FOR
INFORMATION

The Men Of

Delta Tau Delta
hoped everyone had a great summer. We would ··
like to welcome all new students to EIU
and ~ish everyone good luck this year.

Taste• Class• Pride
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SAVE

Eastern
Illinois
University
Theatre
presents:
OPTION I -

50%0FF
regular ticket
price!

* FILL OUT the enclosed mail order form and return with your payment.
* REMEMBER: The earlier you subscribe, the better your seats!

* GIVE A GIFT SUBSCRIPTION to a friend, family member or business associate.

For additional forms or information please call us at (217) 581-3110.
Single seat tickets may be purchased for each of our productions. Prices are $6 for
adults, $5 for senior citizen and youth, and $3 for EIU students. Group rates are available. Ticket sales begin on Monday proceeding the opening night of each show. The
University Theatre Ticket Office is open from 1-5 p.m. Monday through Friday in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center. Call 581 -3 110 for reservations and ticket information.

CIRCLE ONE DATE FOR EACH SHOW

W.El2
PARK
MEMOIRS
MARIGOLDS
ANTIGONE
BOYS
5& DIME
PEA

SEPT
SEPT
OCT
NOV
FEB
MARCH
APRIL

16
11
3
14

!!:ill

EB!

3
17
15
12
11
4
15

4
18
16
13
12
5
16

Please send me _ _ season ticket(s) at$____ each for Option _I
Please charge to my:

Visa

MasterCard

•

THEATRE
SUBSCRIPTION
SEASON!

OPTION 11-MAINSTAGE SEASON

STUDIO SEASON

*EASY TO ORDER:

~),

THE
1992-93

more than

~-------------'iTN'1"ViR's1'T'"YiH:"EA'iR'Ei992~93sEASClNTICKET-ORDE-RFO"RM~-------------,
Select from these three options. (circle choice)
OPTION I: STUDIO SEASON
3 Plays
EIU Student
&Pea
$6
OPTION II: MAINSTAGE SEASON
3 Plays
EIU Student
& Pea
$6
OPTION III: ALL SHOWS
All 7 shows for EIU Student
1 the low price of
$10

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State___ Zip_ _ __

Phone ( _ ) day:

evening: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L------------------------------------------------------------------------------

II

SA!

.s.u.u

~

5
19
17
14
13

6
20
18
15

9
23

6

7

17

18

18
17
10

Ill.U.
10
24
22
19
18
11

EBl

.sAI

SUH

11
25
23
20
19
12

12
26
24
21
20
13

13
27
25
22
21
14

SUNDAY MATINEES AT 2 P.M. ALL OTHER PERFORMANCES AT BP.M. EXCEPT THE PEA

III. Enclosed is my payment of$_ _ _ _. Make check payable to 'Eastern Illinois University.'

Discover Name on Card:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Card Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. date_ _ _ __
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New president by September
By ANN GILL
News editor

The field of candidates was
narrowed to 12 following
three of the candidates comAs the tenure of President
mitting to other responsibiliStan Rives ended on July 31, . ties.
interviews for his successor
The interview process will
entered into its second day.
bring the number of candiInterviews for the position
dates to six, Carpenter said.
of Eastern's seventh presiThe six candidates will be
dent began on July 30 and
brought to campus for interwere conducted through Aug.
views beginning the last week
7 at the Board of Governors
in August and continue
office in Springfield.
through mid September,
The interviews for 12 of the Carpenter added.
remaining 15 candidates, that
While on campus the canwere selected for interviews
didates will have the opportuby the campus search comnity to tour campus and meet
mittee, were conducted by
the campus community.
Chancellor Thomas Layzell,
The new president is
Search Committee Chair
expected to be announced at
David Carpenter, Faculty
the Sept. 24 BOG meeting
member Jill Nielsen and stuscheduled for Eastern.
dent Chad Bandy.
GT5G? CIT7C7

~!711111/1/l'IT/
~~
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E.T. (1) + Hillmans
Powder Puff
E.T. (2) + Vallow
. Chassis Super Comp
E.T. (3) +High School
E.T. -t N.H.R.A. Div. Ill Super Quick
E.T. (4) #4 Quick Series

Sept.

5
12
19
26
27

E.T.
E.T. + $1,000 Pro Class
E.T.
E.T. Kelly's 2 Day Combo
E.t +Super Gas (Points=$1,000)

Oct.

4
11
18
25

E.T. + $500 Bike Class
E.T. + Hillmans Powder Puff
E.T.+ Trophy
E.T.

Nov.

I
7

E.T.
Racers Picnic & Swap Meet (No Race)
E.T. Season Finale (100% Club)

8

USA

15

WEST ROUTE 316 cw. wes1o1CHARLESTON. IL

Call Anytime
Track (217) 345-7777
Office (812) 232-0706 Home (812) 238-2039

Saturdays

22

Sundays

Gates Open@ 2:00 PM
Time Trials @ 3:00 PM
Eliminations @ 7:30 PM

Gates Open@ 9:00 AM
Time Trials @ 10:00 AM
Eliminations@ 2:30 PM

Admission
Gate Admission ............ $5.00
Pit Passes .................... $2.00

8

E.T.= Full
bracket
program

. -9

Welcome E.l.U. Students and Faculty

Studio 3
1113 Lincoln
Charleston IL.
Men's Haircuts s9so
Women's Haircut s10°0

•

We use
and
recommend
Paul
Mitchell

Phone
345-4269
Tues.-Thurs. 9a.m.-7p.m.
Wed.-Fri. 9a.m.-5p.m.
Sat. 8a.m.-2p.m.

Domino's Pizza
677 Lincoln
Charleston
348-1626

------rr---------,
Cheese I
1 Large Cheese

rl'J:~dium

I .,.. · Pizza._. .
& ..
I
I 2 Free Cokes
I
~4.?r2
IL!Ml~-·-·.. ,·~·~,~-··"~-. ,,-~.
•

------• •

I

I
I
I
I

sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry les~
than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized tor late deliveries. ® 1992 Domino's Pizza, Inc. '

·I .. · ..

-I.....- -...

Pizza

I
&
I
3
Free
Cokes
I
$6.~~
I
I .
.
I..!

-------

-

.....

;

. '.

-"" ....

1:
I
I
I

Vahd at part1cipat1ng stores only Not vahd with any other offer Prices may vary Customer pays

sales tax where appltcable Dehvery areas hm1ted to ensure safe dnvmg Our dnvers carry
than $20 00 Our dnvers are not penahzed for late deltvenes ® 1992 Domino's P1Zza, Inc

~-

less~

------
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Panther Preview has two weeks of fun planned for everyone
Lynette Drake, director of orientation.
Panther Preview will kick off
on Aug. 21 at 6 p.m. with a welcome party on the Library Quad.
The Trio will be playing live
music and nacho chips and
salsa will be served. "We are
hoping some parents are still on
campus to attend, The Trio is a
very versatile group," Drake
said.
Panther Preview will continue
on Aug. 22 with a "Panther
Picnic" at the Campus Pond. In
its second year the "Panther

By ANN GILL
News editor
The best time to learn is now
and the best way to learn about
Eastern and what it has to offer
is through the Panther Preview
program.
In its second year the Panther
Preview program has been
extend~d to a two week event
with programs scheduled to help
orientate new students about
Eastern and the Charleston
community.
"We have a lot planned," said

See page 5 for a complete list
of Panther Preview activities.
Picnic" is expected to draw
1,600 students including those
who will be attending sorority
rush, Drake said.
The picnic will be complete
with a disc jockey and picnic
food.
Students interested in joining
one or more of Eastern's student organizations will have the
opportunity to check things out

while waiting in line to pick up
textbooks on Aug. 24-25.
Tours of Charleston's historic town square will be held at
2:30 and 3:30 on Aug. 24-25. In
addition, the Union bowling alley
will have 50 cent bowling and
free shoe rental Aug. 24-25,
from 6-9 p.m.
"What the Heck is College all
About," will be held Aug. 24 from
1-4 p.m. discuss selected topics
presented by various campus
organizations, Drake said.
In the second week, the residence halls will sponsor "Hall

Week." During the week each
residence hall has planned an
event. "Hall Week" will conclude
with Hollywood SquaresEastern style being sponsored
by the Residence Hall
Association.
Hollywood Squares features
individuals from campus organizations who help contestants
win "fabulous" prizes.
The "Panther Preview" com-mittee has events planned for a
two week span, plenty for everyone, with freebies included.

Registration
schedule
I~-----------------~
Welcome Back . I
Official registration schedule
pickup will begin on Monday,
Aug. 24 and continue on
Tuesday,Aug.25inthe
University Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. When registering please enter the East
door· of 1he ballroom and have
your student identification card
for validation.

i ~JU[)f~T~
•

See us for your EIU Checking Account:

!
•

•
•
•

· •No Minimum Deposit
•First Ten Transactions Each Month FREE
•No Monthly Fee

•
•

•200 FREE
the EIU Logo!
NEW24HourBankingFacilitieswith
Universal Card Acceptance

=.

Monday, Aug. 24
0-1 beginning at 8:30 a.m.
2-3 beginning at 10:30 a.m.
4 beginning at 12:30 p.m.
Doors close at 3 p.m.

Tuesday,Aug.25
5-6 beginning at 8:30 a.m.
7-8 beginning at 10:30 a.m.
9 beginning at 12:30 p.m.
Doors close at 3 p.m.

Textbook Pickup

=
•
•

•

PLUS...

•

•
•
•

ATMCardsFREEuntilJan. l, 1993
We'reyour "OFFICIAL" EIU
Checking Headquarters/

•
•
•

••
••
••

The hours of operation for
textbook pickup for the fall
semester will be 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Monday, Aug. 24 thru Friday, Aug. 28.
On Aug. 31 the textbook
rental will resume regular
hours of 8 a.m. to noon and 1
to 4:30 p.m.

Ch~~th

•
•
•

•
•

~

345-3977
701 Sixth

345-3966
580 W. Lincoln

••
••
•

M~~~~

Register on the spot Saturday,
August 22 from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. in
the Union Grand Ballroom

or
mall your. Rush application to
Room 316 University Union.

- ...•

•

~-----------------~

For more information, call the Office of Student
Activities at 581-3967

SEND ONLY $15 TO RESERVE AN EIU DORM MINI-FRIDGE
only $30·per year - Mini-Fridge
or

$33 per year - Super-Mini
"Most Popular Size"
Didn't Get A Unit MEET OUR TRUCKS
FREE DELIVERY
•

PICK UP YOUR UNIT THE DAY THE DORMS OPEN

Aug.22,23,24

• • CARMAN HALL

10:00-4:15

ON NINTH STREET

ANDREWS & THOMAS

10:00-4:30

PARKING LOT M - EAST OF
DORMS

LAWSON & TAYLOR

10:00-4:15

PARKING LOT W - ON FOURTH
STREET

LINCOLN, DOUGLAS &
STEVENSON

4:30-5:30

SOUTH PARKING LOT

FORD, MCKINNEY,
WELLER, PEMBERTON

SEE LINCOLN FOR DELIVERY TIMES
GO TO LINCOLN

AFTER AUG. 24TH, ANEW SCHEDULE Will BE PUBLISHED OR CALL
PLEASE MEET OUR SCHEDULE AND OUR STAFF WILL BE HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU.

ICE BOXER
345-7083 P.O. BOX 581
CHARLESTON, IL 61920

Lowest Price at E.l.U.
Send $15 Deposit By Aug. 19th, 1992
Once you've reserved,
the balance of $30°0 for
a mini, or $33°0 for a
Super Mini-Fridge will
be collected on delivery. See schedule.
The deposit is
returned after the unit
is picked up in May
1993. Request for
refund must be po.stmarked by 8/24/92.

r-T;r;~;-Y;~CE BOXER do;,'7efrig';;;,~o7'the 1992:"1
93 academic year at EIU, fill out this order blank and send a
$15 deposit, check or money order.
_$33 for Super-Mini Frig
_ $30 for Mini-Frig
Mall to Ice Boxer, P.O. Box 581, Charleston, IL 61920

Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Town _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State._---'Zip_ __
Campus Address if known _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

If you're not sure of your new campus address, keep the delivery
schedule to the left and meet our trucks when you arrive.
THIS ORDER IS FULLY GUARANTEED & FULLY REFUNDABLE*
MUST BE POSTMARKED BY AUGUST 19, 1992
*Written request for refund must be postmark0d by August 24, 1992

L---------------------~
&&Serving E.l.U.
Since 1984!1!1
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Official Panther Preview schedule
Saturday, Aug. 22
Welcome Back Party, Library
Quad 6-9 p.m. (rain location
Carman Food Service.)
Wild Video Dance Party,
University Ballroom, Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union,
9 p.m. $1 admission.
Sunday, Aug. 23
Panther Picnic, Disc Jockey,
BBQ cook-out and volleyball.
Campus Pond 4-6 p.m. (rain
location Carman Food Serivce.)
Panther Movie Fest, "Boyz In
the Hood." Library Quad, 9-11
p.m. (rain location Taylor Hall.)
Monday, Aug. 24
Student Orgainization Day,
Outside Textbook Rental
Servicce, 1Oa.m. to 2 p.m.
Panther Square Affair, 2:30
and 3:30 p.m. Leave from the
Union under the walkway and
procede uptown to the square.
Special deals for new students,
raffle and free prizes.
B.Y.0 Banana Ice Cream
Social and cook-out with disc
jockey, Library Quad 5 p.m.
Bowling, University Union 6-9
p.m. Bowling 50 cents per game
with free shoe rental.
Panther Movie Fest,
'Terminator II-Judgement Day,"
lbary Quad 9-11 p.m., (rain
location Thomas Hall.)
Tuesday, Aug. 25
Student Organization Day,
Outside Textbook Rental
Service, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
"What the Heck is College All
About?" Program sessions by
Sludent and campus organizalons. University Union 1-4 p.m.
Panther Square Affair,
iversity Union, 2:30 and 3:30

p.m.
Bowling, specials continued,
University Union, 6-9 p.m.
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20°/o off haircare products
Paul Mitchell - Brocato

$ 5.00 off haircut wI Kelly

,... t t ·
· 't
I
irs ime VJSJ s on Y
Present COUP_On at time of service
Expires 9 / 21 /92
1

212 6th St.

345-5451

I
1
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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Panther Square Affair Raffle
Drawing, Courthouse steps,
6:30p.m.
Mainstage presents "Holiday
Ranch," at 8 p.m. in the
Rathskeller.
Wednesday, Aug. 26
Advisors corner, University
Union, 1Oa.m. - 2 p.m.
Subway presents comedian,
"Carrot Top," 8 p.m. in the
Rathskeller $1 admission.
Thursday, Aug. 27
Advisers corner, McDonald's
10 a.m. -2 p.m.
'White Men Can't Jump,"
University Ballroom, $1
Admission.
Friday, Aug. 28
Advisors Corner, University
Union 1Oa.m. -2 p.m.
"Hot Mix Dance Party," 9 p.m.
in the Rathskeller, $1 admission.
Saturday, Aug. 29
Ice cream social and outside
movie, Carman Hall 8-11 p.m.

Black Student Union Dance,
University Ballroom, 1O p.m., $1
admission.
Monday, Aug, 31
Crime Prevention program,
Weller Hall, 6-7 p.m.
Cocktail Weenie eating contest with prizes, Thomas Hall 67 p.m.
Suck and Blow contest with
prizes, Taylor Hall, 7-8 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 1
Crime Prevention program,
Thomas Hall, 6-7 p.m.
Balloon Toss with prizes,
Lawson Hall, 6-7 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 2
Hollywood Squares, South
Quad, prizes and much more, 68 p.m.
Subway presents comedienne Joan Fagan. Rathskeller, 8
p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 3
FunFlicks, Make your own
video, Grand Ballroom 4-1 Op.m.

Lunch
* famous chiAIA.~
sandwich
* cheeseburgers/
hamburgers
* cajun fries
*cheese fries

OVER 20 DIFFERENT
KINDS OF BEER
" We got what you
like at lkes!"~._..7'.

....../~4th Street Records -

- --- - --- ~ ----- ~ ---

< Eastern's complete Musical One Stop!

"The Best Lil' Grill on Campus"

••Iii Welcome Back Students•... We offer a complete list of.services ....
• Printing
• Office Machines
• Copies
• Ribbons For
•Resumes
Typewriters & Printers
• Office Supplies
• Office Furniture
• Graduation
• Fax Service
• UPS Shipping
Announcements
. • Art & Drafting Supplies

... and much more!

I SC Copies ... Everday! I
418 W. Uncoln
Charleston, IL

Special Orders At No Bxtra Cost
We buy used CD's & Albums!
401 Lincoln
University Village
345-2884

Fax.345-1338
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Billiard Bar
& 345-STIX
Restaurant

7849
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Sti•x

OPEN
Mon-Sat
11-1 :30 a.m.

Styling Salon

"The Ultimate Alternative,,

with us Aug. 9th-22nd.

New Sand Volleyball Court

Please use the coupon below
as our special gift to you. .
r-----------------------------------------------,

20o/o OFF

-Co-ed Tournament Format
* Food/Cocktails

* Beautiful - New
Beer Garden

(pizza, steaks, sandwiches, fries)

Available For Parties

_Any Regular Priced
Salon Service

* Pool 9-Tables

* Live DJ
* Compact Disc Jukebox

* Laser Karaoke
Sing Along 5:00 Friday

L-----------------------------------------------

* Dart Video Center

* Big Screen/Satellite TV

Mon.-Sat.
8:30 - 9

JC Penney

* Stix Paradise Snow

* 4:00 Club Friday

Sun.
12-5

Cross County Mall
Mattoon, IL

Appointments appredated but not necessary

PHONE
235-6515

RON & SUE LEATHERS
OWNERS

348-1531

407A LINCOLN AVENUE
CHARLESTON. IL 6l920
PHONE 217-345-6944

We Specialize In:
Eastern transfers
Greek transfers
Silkscreen printing
Group orders 20% discount

*Russell*
Athletic wear
Shorts, T-shirts
Sweatshirts
&
Sweatpants

~odger
·Shirts
&
Shorts

(free food)

. over 92.flavors

Welcoine Back

"YOUR JOLLY HABERDASHER" ·-

)

A, . '

Don
Alles on
Shirts
&
Shorts
*Holloway*
Jackets
'(Eastern
&
Others)

*We are a Russell Athletic*
Outlet Store
T-shirts $4.00 I Sweats $10.00

Bargains Galore!

Charleston's #J Nightspot
'~ Splash of Class"
LlX LlX LlX LlX LlX LlX LlX LlX LlX LlX LlX LlX LlX LlX dX
LlX
M

*RUSH*

~

LlX
LlX

~

M

M

,

~DELTA
CHI~
LlX
M
~
LlX
LlX
LlX

~

in Greek Court
~
August 29 - September 3 M
For rides and information
call 581~6709 or 581~6710

~
M

LlX

~

M
M

J(

.,.

~

L\X
M
L\X
M
LlX
M
L\X
M
L\X
M
L\X
LiX
L\X
M
M
LlX
L\X
M
L\X dX LlX L\X LlX L\X L\X L\X L\X L\X L\X L\X L\X LlX L\X

udents to campus
ar Eastern Students,
On behalf of the faculty
d staff, it is my pleasure to
lcome you-new freshn, continuing students ,
d transfers- to the Fall
2 semester at Eastern
nois University.
For nearly 10 decades,
stern has served the peoof Illinois. What this
ans to you is a quality,
rdable higher education
an institution that provides
prehensive academ ic
grams, academic support
ices that emphasize indiualized attention, a broad
ge of co-curricular intraral and intercollegiate
"vities , and an environnt in which all students
offered the opportunity
intellectual , cultural , civic,
social growth.
his dedication to service
ns that Eastern Illinois
·versity will keep the total
t of your college educaas low as is consistent
providing you a quality
cation. It means that the
lty's top priority is excele in teaching, that expeced, full-time faculty
h most of the undergradcourses, including geneducation, and that
ses are relatively small.
eans that, in addition to
ing constantly to improve
r own programs, faculty
ed long and hard to
·se Eastern's new
eral Education program.
sisting of an integrated
of courses, the General
cation program , which
s into effect this
ester, is designed to
lop your ability to listen
read critically, to inquire,
yze, think independently,
to communicate clearly
effectively. It is but one
e example of the
ersity's commitment to a
ity educational experi-

t EIU, dedication to seralso means that you can
advantage of the lowest
and board rates at any
ersity in the state. It
ns that you rent, rather
buy, your books, at a
tantial savings to you.
it may mean that you'll
the ranks of recent EIU
uates who, according to
ACT Student Opinion
ey, were generally more
· tied with Eastern than
e graduates of other
Is nationwide.
Your education is what
ives long after you've
en everything else you
In college. It is my hope
because of Eastern
is University's service to
, you'll have a great deal
f8member in the years to
e. Have a good year!

ost and Vice President
demic Affairs

JCPenney has put together a total Dorm
need iist for those students who will
reside on campus during 1992-1993.

o 1 set of extra long twin sheets
o 1 set of standard pillowcases
d Twin size thermal blanket
O Twin comforter
o 2 bath towels
o 2 wash cloths
•30X60 SHOWER SHEET TOWEL

O Standard size pillow
o 2 hand towels
o 1 bed rest

11.99

EXTRA LONG TWIN SHEETS,
FLAT OR FITTED

7.99
4.49
PR. STANDARD PILLOWCASES
SHOWER SHEET HAND TOWEL
$50
2.49
TWIN COMFORTER
SHOWER SHEET WASH CLOTH
$20
5.99
STANDARD DAC 808• BED PILLOW
TWIN SIZE THERMAL BLANKET
$15 BEDREST

~---------------------------------------,

TAKE AN ADDITl·ONAL

10%oFF
YOUR DORM NEEDS
Mattoon JCPenney Only

L---------------------------------------~

THE BACK-TO-SCHOOL.
TRUCK LOAD JEAN SALE

SAVE ON ·ALL LEVIS®, LEES®,
MIXED BLUES®, ARIZONA JEAN C·OMPANY®
and much f!10re now through Sept. 7th.
Mon.-Fri. 10-9
9-9
Sat.
Sun.
12-5

JCPenney
Cross County Mall
Mattoon ·

OPEN a JC Penney
charge account
and receive a
$5 merchandise
certificate

BA

8Ac

r;
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Eastern Illinois University
PRESENTS OUR· NEWEST ARRNAL.

Model60
ZWL-3202-6
ZENITH

DATA

SYSTEMS

A Bull Company

For ~ore information, contact:
Computer Services
(217) 581-2611
Cheryl Crowdson

Thinking Ahead.

Zenith Data Systems direct pricing and other reseller prices may vary. Resellers determine their own pricing which may be higher or lower than advertised prices. All prices and specifications are subject to change.
Prices are fo.r models shown, in U.S. dollars. Z•NOI'E and READYDFSK are trademarks of Zenith Data Systems Corporation. Copyright C 1992 Zenith Data Systems Corporation.
·
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